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Interest in hydrogen as an alternative fuel has grown recently due, in part, to 
increasing global energy demands and environmental concerns. A challenge for 
commercialization of hydrogen fuel cells is storage of an adequate quantity of hydrogen 
on-board to match the range of current internal combustion power plants. Among several 
options, storage by adsorption is attractive because it has the potential to lower the 
overall system pressure for an equivalent amount of hydrogen, yielding a safer operating 
condition. In addition, adsorption is kinetically favorable compared to the absorption 
phenomena employed by most high capacity intermetallics. 
Enhanced capacity spillover adsorbents have been synthesized using ultrasound 
assisted solution impregnation and bridge building techniques between common catalytic 
materials and novel nanostructured carbons. The impregnation method generates a metal 
dispersion of nearly 40% on nanoporous carbons. Bridge-building techniques can be 
applied with varied receptors to quickly augment spillover behavior of new materials. 
Capacity enhancements of up to 70% over molecular hydrogen physisorption on carbons 
have been realized at 10 MPa and 298 K. 
A highly accurate, volumetric adsorption apparatus has been constructed and 
validated as a cost-effective means of high throughput screening for hydrogen spillover 
adsorbents at ambient temperature. Kinetic data can be collected for adsorption and 
 xiv 
desorption to facilitate comparison of the rates for both processes. This capability has 
directly led to the theory of different forward and reverse spillover mechanisms. 
Isotopic tracer studies have been developed to evaluate forward and reverse 
spillover on carbon-based nanomaterials. A sequential dosing procedure has proven that 
hydrogen spillover proceeds at ambient temperature and follows a radial diffusion 
mechanism from the source particle with a diffusion coefficient on the order of 10-15 
cm2/s. Equilibrium dosing procedures, building upon kinetic results obtained with 
volumetric techniques, have pointed toward a mechanism for desorption whereby a 
portion of the adsorbed species recombine before reaching the source particle. Using 
kinetic results, a maximum reachable distance of 800 Å has been calculated for spillover 
on bridged composite nanostructured carbons. This information is a key parameter for 
optimizing the dispersion of metal nanoparticles on new materials to enhance capacity 










1.1 Motivation for On-Board Hydrogen Storage 
Increasing global energy demands, limited fossil fuel reserves and production 
capacities, geopolitical conflicts, and efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions have 
motivated research efforts into alternative transportation fuels. Among the many 
candidates, hydrogen for use in fuel cells has been the subject of intense focus for the 
past two decades.  Although there is some debate on the role hydrogen and fuel cells will 
play in the transportation sector,1.1 the transition of the global energy supply from the 
current infrastructure to a renewable one will likely include hydrogen as part of the 
amalgam. While much of the hydrogen used today is generated from steam reforming of 
hydrocarbons and produces carbon dioxide as a byproduct, hydrogen production from 
novel sources such as solar, wind, or biological processes presents the opportunity of a 
clean, environmentally friendly energy cycle for transportation. The final embodiment of 
hydrogen supply for a mass production fuel cell vehicle is yet unknown, however, storage 
techniques have been employed in the initial demonstration technologies as on-board 
reforming continues to evolve. Even if a move is made to on demand hydrogen 
generation, one can presume that a reservoir of stored hydrogen will be needed to bridge 
situations such as startup or high-energy demand. Storage of hydrogen, therefore, 
 2 
becomes a key enabling technology for fuel cell-powered vehicles and more broadly, the 
hydrogen economy. 
There are many excellent resources that treat fuel cell technology in detail;1.2-1.5 
thus, the background discussion focuses on-board hydrogen storage needs in the context 
of its supply to the anode of a fuel cell. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has 
established a comprehensive set of targets for on-board hydrogen storage and delivery.1.6 
Major features addressed by these targets are the capacity, kinetics, and economics of 
such a system. Many of the target parameters are adjusted over a prescribed timeline 
from 2007-2015 to reflect the presumed maturation of storage materials and processes. 
Some critical targets for the year 2010 are listed in Table 1.1.1.6 
 
Table 1.1 Key U.S. DOE On-Board Hydrogen Storage Targets for 2010 
Parameter Target 
Gravimetric Capacity (system) 2.0 kWh/kg (0.06 kg H2/kg system) 
Volumetric Capacity (system) 1.5 kWh/L (0.045 kg H2/L system) 
Operating Ambient Temperature - 30 / 50 °C 
Delivery Temperature Range - 40 / 85 °C 
Cycle Life 1000 cycles 
Delivery Pressure Range 4 / 100 atm (abs) 
System Charge Rate 1.67 kg/min 
Minimum Full Flow Rate 0.02 (g/s)/kW 
Transient Response (10 - 90%, 90 – 0%) 0.75 s 
Fuel Purity 99.99 % H2 (dry basis) 




The capacity requirements for hydrogen storage draw a basis from the assumption 
that a fuel cell vehicle should have a range comparable to current state-of-the-art 
vehicles. This range is 400 km (250 mi), on average, for a gasoline-powered internal 
combustion engine (ICE) vehicle.1.7 The Carnot limit of a combustion engine operating 
within material constraints reaches a maximum of 40% efficiency but in practice is close 
to 30%.1.4,1.8,1.9 The efficiency of a fuel cell, which is based on an electron transfer 
process, can reach a maximum of 60 to 80%, depending on the operating temperature.1.4 
As a result of this gain, a smaller mass of hydrogen (4 kg) is required for an equivalent 
range despite its lower volumetric energy density (also known as the higher heating value 
or HHV) compared to gasoline.1.10, 1.11 As Table 1.2 shows, the hydrogen content of 
octane (representing gasoline) is 16 wt%, which gives an example of the storage 
efficiency for an on-board reforming option.1.12 
 














H2 (g) 293 0.0887 100 142.0 12.7 
CH4 (g) 293 0.707 25 55.6 40 
C8H18 (l)a 298 698 16 47.9 33,430 
C12H23 (l)b 298 850 14 44.8 38,080 
C2H5OH (l) 298 789 13 29.7 23,430 
H2 (l) 20 70 100 142.0 9,930 
Note: All properties are reported at atmospheric pressure. 
(a) Octane, representative of gasoline, (b) Diesel, average formula 
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 Kinetic requirements are based on the operation and refueling of a fuel cell 
vehicle. The flow rate of hydrogen to the anode must be sufficient to sustain operation at 
the maximum speed of the vehicle (80 mph), operation at 55 mph on a 6.5% grade for 20 
min,1.13 and acceleration from a standstill to 60 mph in 10 s or less. The refueling of a 
hydrogen storage system should occur in a reasonable amount of time, considering that a 
typical trip to refuel a gasoline-powered vehicle involves roughly three minutes of 
pumping time. The target maintains this time parameter while achieving a mass flow rate 
that is one order of magnitude less than a gasoline pump. 
 
1.2 Overview of Hydrogen Storage Techniques 
Hydrogen storage can be accomplished by various techniques.1.14 Some of the 
more common options are compression as a gas, condensation as a liquid, absorption 
chemically by a solid, or adsorption physically to a solid. These methods will be 
reviewed in the succeeding subsections. 
 
1.2.1 Compressed Gas 
One of the simplest techniques to store a quantity of hydrogen is by compression. 
The amount stored depends on a balance between the size of the container and the 
maximum allowable system pressure from a safety perspective. The current state-of-the 
art compressed gas container from Quantum Technologies, Inc. is rated for a maximum 
storage pressure of 70 MPa (10,000 psi). The science behind this vessel, known as 
TriShieldTM technology, uses aerospace-grade carbon fiber reinforcement to achieve the 
2.35 safety factor required by current regulations.1.15 While the container meets many of 
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the DOE targets, the high cost of carbon fiber reinforcement is motivating research for 
lower pressure alternatives. 
The energy input required to compress hydrogen reduces its efficiency as a fuel. 
The work of adiabatic compression provides an estimate of this input since isothermal 
compression is not practical on a production scale. The adiabatic compression work is 





























where γ is the ratio of specific heat capacity, V is the specific volume, and the subscripts 
represent initial (i) and final (f) conditions. As seen in the DOE targets (Table 1.1), 
hydrogen for delivery to a fuel cell must be of suitable purity to prevent poisoning of the 
electrode catalysts. Note that the target is on a dry basis and vendor process specifications 
typically include water as one of the impurities. Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) is most 
commonly used to produce high purity hydrogen (99.999+%) from the effluent of steam 
reforming processes.1.17 If one considers that hydrogen from the PSA purification process 
of a methanol steam-reforming plant is delivered at approximately 1.2 MPa (160 
psig),1.18, 1.19 the work of isothermal compression required to fill a cylinder to 70 MPa is 
approximately 8.6 MJ/kg, or 6% of the hydrogen HHV. 
 
1.2.2 Cryogenic Liquid 
Storage of hydrogen as a liquid is a lighter and more compact alternative to the 
compressed gas variant. Liquid hydrogen has a high density at low pressure, which 
reduces the size of the vessel required for an equivalent amount of fuel. Containers for 
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liquid hydrogen storage are frequently aluminum-lined and composite-wrapped with 
multi-layer vacuum superinsulation that reduces heat leak to the liquid.1.20,1.21 Tanks must 
still be designed as pressure vessels and contain a substantial vapor space to prevent 
overpressurization as the liquid warms to the critical point due to heat leak. Energy 
intrusion is a significant concern for liquid hydrogen storage, as it causes vaporization 
and loss of hydrogen fuel even during idle periods.1.22 The tank must be maintained 
below its burst pressure by venting some gas. A compact tank containing gas phase 
hydrogen at atmospheric pressure and 300 K would only allow for 0.4 km (0.25 mi) 
emergency driving range. This could potentially strand an unsuspecting driver upon rapid 
vaporization of the final amounts of liquid phase after extended inoperative periods. 
A variant on liquid hydrogen storage at atmospheric pressure is a pressurized 
liquid storage system. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has developed a 
vessel that is capable of storing liquid hydrogen at 240 atm and 20 K.1.20 The system has 
been demonstrated to vent less hydrogen relative to a low pressure one and contains 
enough residual hydrogen at 240 atm and 300 K to operate a fuel cell for nearly 97 km 
(60 mi). This option has shown flexibility to accept liquid or compressed hydrogen, thus 
increasing its applicability for production-scale vehicles. 
As in the compression of hydrogen, the energy balance for its liquefaction must 
be considered to evaluate its effectiveness as a fuel. In order to produce liquid hydrogen, 
a substantial energy input is required due to its low normal boiling point (20.4 K).  
Sensible heat removal to cool hydrogen from ambient temperature to the boiling point 
dominates the energy requirement. The enthalpy change associated with sensible heat can 
be calculated from the enthalpy of gaseous hydrogen at these two temperatures.  
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  
Δhsh = hg,20.4 K − hg,300 K  (1.2) 
The enthalpies at these conditions are hg, 20.4 K = 0.29 MJ/kg and hg, 300 K = 4.23 MJ/kg, 
which yields Δhsh ≅ - 3.94 MJ/kg.1.23 The latent heat of vaporization at the normal boiling 
point of hydrogen is Δhvap = 0.44 MJ/kg,1.24 which is one-tenth of the overall theoretical 
energy required for liquefaction.  The actual process for liquid hydrogen production 
operates at a Carnot efficiency of < 10% and varies with plant throughput.1.12 A 
theoretical minimum energy demand of approximately 40 MJ/kg exists for large scale 
plants. This is 28% of the HHV of hydrogen. 
 
1.2.3 Absorption by Intermetallic Compounds 
Intermetallic compounds are well known for their hydrogen absorption capacities. 
They are often used as calibration or validation materials for volumetric or gravimetric 
sorption techniques. In practical application, the compounds would likely be deployed in 
powder or pellet form in a pressure vessel to lower the storage pressure for a given 
quantity of hydrogen. Table 1.1 lists some of the common metal composites along with 
their absorption capacities as well as some recently discovered high-capacity materials.  
Note that the reported capacity is a function of pressure and temperature, which can vary 
widely for each material. 
The pressure-concentration behavior can influence the effectiveness of a material 
in a proposed storage system and often forms the basis for selection. Despite their 
relatively high storage capacities, metal hydrides have not seen widespread practical use 
because they often require a steep energy input to extract the absorbed hydrogen.  
Formation energies are often in the range of 13-58 MJ/kg, as Table 1.3 shows. An 
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additional consideration for practical application is the kinetic response of the materials, 
which is often quite slow. Equilibration time is often on the order of several hours for 
both absorption and release of stored hydrogen. Some intermetallic compounds are also 
quite sensitive to gas phase impurities, demonstrating reduced capacity, slower kinetics 
or both.1.30 
There is promise for some intermetallics as composites or dopants with other 
materials that demonstrate improved kinetics and require less rigorous conditions to 
recover the stored hydrogen.1.31-1.33 Transition metals that form hydrides are among 
several sources for hydrogen atoms that can spill over and adsorb to a receptor.1.34-1.36 An 
overview of his phenomenon will be presented in subsection 1.3. 
 
Table 1.3 Selected Metal Hydride Capacities and Enthalpies of Absorption 
Metal Hydride Capacity (wt%) Peq, T 
- ∆Hf  
(MJ/kg-H2) 
Pd PdH0.6 0.56 0.002 MPa, 298 K 20.5 
Mg MgH2 7.6 0.19 MPa, 573 K 37.7 
Ti TiH2 4.0 0.09 MPa, 909 K 62.8 
V VH2 2.1 0.37 MPa, 313 K 29.3 
FeTi FeTiH2 1.89 0.5 MPa, 303 K 14.0 
LaNi5 LaNi5H6 1.37 0.2 MPa, 298 K 15.5 
Mg2Ni Mg2NiH4 3.59 0.1 MPa, 555 K 32.5 
NaAl NaAlH4 8.0 9 MPa, 403 K 56.5 
Ti0.9Al0.06V0.04 Ti0.9Al0.06V0.04H2 3.8 0.1 MPa, 300 K NR 
P-C-T Data from References (1.25 - 1.27), ∆Hf adapted from References (1.26, 1.28, 1.29).  
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1.2.4 Adsorption to Solids 
Adsorption is defined as the enrichment or depletion (desorption) of one or more 
components in an interfacial layer.1.36 It can be classified as physical or chemical in 
nature.  Physical adsorption is caused by intermolecular (van der Waals) forces and does 
not involve a significant change in the electronic orbital patterns of the interacting 
species.1.25 Chemical adsorption involves chemical bond formation between the adsorbate 
and adsorbent surface and is an inherently stronger interaction. It is distinct from 
absorption in that it describes the interaction of a species on a solid surface rather than the 
penetration of that species into a solid mass. 
Storage by adsorption is attractive for reasons similar to absorption because it has 
the potential to lower the overall system pressure for an equivalent amount of hydrogen, 
thus presenting a safer and commercially applicable alternative to compression or 
liquefaction. Adsorption offers additional benefits to absorption because the forces 
involved, particularly in physical adsorption, are weak enough to allow for near complete 
reversibility of adsorbed species at moderate temperatures and pressures. Since the 
adsorbate does not penetrate the solid lattice, the kinetics of charging and discharging are 
much faster than absorption by intermetallic compounds. 
For high capacity, an adsorbent must provide significant area to accommodate 
adsorbate species on its surface.  Adsorbents are frequently characterized with two well-
known parameters that reflect their capacity, Brunauer-Emmett-Teller Surface Area (BET 
SA) and pore volume (PV).1.37  The pore volume is further divided into micropore (< 20 
Å) and mesopore volumes. Large micropore volumes contribute to high surface areas and 
increased interaction energy between the adsorbent and adsorbate. The pore dimension is 
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also critical to determining the strength of interaction. A solid will have a range of pore 
sizes based on its synthesis technique. The optimal pore size distribution (PSD) allows 
for maximum interaction (capacity) and facile transport (kinetics) based on the 
dimensions of the adsorbate. The PSD often forms the basis of the selection of an 
adsorbent for a targeted application.  Table 1.4 lists several common adsorbents and their 
characteristic parameters. 
 
Table 1.4 Properties of Selected Common Adsorbents 
  Pore Volume  







Activated Alumina1.25 325 0.2 0.1 > 20 
5A Zeolite1.38 550 0.24 0.18 4.3 
LD Silica Gel1.25 700 0.42 0.2 24 
LiLSX Zeolite1.39 717 0.57 0.40 8.1 
PCB Carbon1.40 1018 0.69 0.37 15 
Maxsorb Carbon1.41 3100 1.75 1.5 10 
 
 
The enthalpy of adsorption (- ΔHads) is a measure of the strength of the interaction 
between the adsorbate and adsorbent, an analogy to the hydride formation enthalpy in 
Table 1.3. Near ambient temperature, - ΔHads, is approximately equal to the adsorbent-
adsorbate interaction potential, φads. The interaction potential can be broken into 
contributions from dispersion energy (φD), close-range repulsion energy (φR), induction 
energy (φInd), energy of interaction between and electric field and permanent dipole (φFµ), 
and interaction between a field gradient and a quadrupole (
  
φ ˙ F Q). Equations for the 
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calculation of these parameters are readily available in the literature and are summarized 
in Table 1.5.1.42 The distance between the centers of the interacting pair, r, appears in all 
equations. 
 
Table 1.5 Components of the Adsorbent-Adsorbate Interaction Potential 









α1 χ1 + α2 χ2( )
 (1.3) 

















2  (1.5) 





Field Gradient & Quadrupole 
  






Constants: m = mass of electron, c = speed of light, α = polarizability, χ = magnetic susceptibility, q = 
electronic charge of ion on surface, εo = permittivity of vacuum, µ permanent dipole moment, θ = angle 
between field direction/gradient and axis of dipole/linear quadrupole, Q = linear quadrupole moment. 
 
The hydrogen molecule does not have a permanent dipole moment, however, it 
has a significant quadrupole moment (+2.2 x 10-40 C m2).1.43 Forces of importance for the 
hydrogen-adsorbent interaction are φD, φR, φInd, and
  
φ ˙ F Q . Calculation of the interaction 
potential for a given ion-hydrogen molecule tends to over predict the enthalpy of 
adsorption measured experimentally. This is because, in practice, ions in a zeolite 
structure are shielded from direct interaction with the molecule due to site 
configuration.1.44 Although interaction potentials cannot be predicted exactly, trends have 
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been verified experimentally for low silica type X zeolites exchanged with cations Li+, 
Na+, and K+.1.39 The maximum capacity for physisorption of molecular hydrogen was 0.6 
wt% at 298 K and 10 MPa for Li-LSX. This was nearly five times the adsorption capacity 
measured for 5A zeolite at 298 K and 5 MPa.1.45, 1.46 Zeolites, while proving fully 
reversible due to lower interaction energies compared to metal hydrides, cannot achieve 
the hydrogen capacity required at moderate conditions for on-board storage application. 
The adsorption of hydrogen to nanostructured carbon materials has been studied 
for over two decades.1.47-1.49 Particular motivation was provided by the discovery of the 
interesting behavior of single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs).1.47 Active carbon surfaces 
present enhanced interactions for adsorbing species due to oxygen functional groups that 
impart acidic or basic character.1.25,1.50 These groups increase induction and field 
gradient-quadrupole interactions significantly compared to a clean graphitic carbon 
surface. It is possible to tune the carbon surface by simple wet chemical or gaseous 
treatments to achieve distributions of functional groups and pore size distributions. 
Active carbons with tuned distributions, investigated at cryogenic temperatures (77 K) 
and atmospheric pressure, have demonstrated hydrogen capacity of up to 3 wt% due to 
physisorption.1.51 The capacity of active carbon and nanostructured carbons (SWNTs) is 
less than 1 wt% at ambient temperature and up to 10 MPa when storage is by 
physisorption of hydrogen molecules.1.52    
The physisorption of molecular hydrogen on nanostructured carbons does not 
yield adequate capacity for on-board applications. If hydrogen could be stored atomically 
on a carbon-based material and maintain full reversibility, the adsorbent would have a 
theoretical capacity of 7.7 wt% for a 1:1 carbon-hydrogen interaction. This is equal to the 
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theoretical capacity calculated from filling 1.1 mL[STP]/g of pores with liquid hydrogen. 
Active carbons possess such high pore volumes and new carbons have been synthesized 
with pore volumes close to 2.0 mL[STP]/g.1.41 Smaller radii of hydrogen atoms provide 
opportunity for increased interaction potential. Capacity enhancements for transition 
metal doped SWNTs have been reported in the literature and attributed to atomic 
hydrogen spillover.1.36,1.53 Thus, there is promise for reversible, atomic storage of 
hydrogen on carbon-based adsorbents through the phenomenon of spillover. 
 
1.3 A Brief History of Spillover Research 
The phenomenon of spillover has been studied for nearly a half century.  
Numerous reviews have been published on the process for transition metal sources 
supported on adsorbents, or receptors.1.54-1.56 Spillover is defined as the transport of an 
active adsorbed species from one phase onto another phase where it does not directly 
adsorb or form the species at the prevailing condition.1.57 Once the transport occurs, the 
species may adsorb to the second phase or react either with adsorbed gases on the second 
phase or directly with it, thus serving to activate it. The first indirect proof of spillover 
was observed for hydrogenation of ethylene to ethane over platinum supported on silica 
(Pt/SiO2) and alumina (Pt/Al2O3).1.58 The conversions were higher for the platinum 
containing catalysts for temperatures of 373 K and 426 K. Khoobiar provided the first 
experimental proof of spillover at room temperature when the formation of tungsten 
bronzes (HxWO3) were documented for physical mixtures of tungsten oxide and platinum 
supported alumina (Pt/Al2O3).1.59 Such bronzes were not formed upon room temperature 
exposure of hydrogen absent Pt/Al2O3. Following this study, spillover was verified by 
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uptake measurements at room temperature for Pt/SiO2 and Pd/SiO21.60 and researchers 
developed a mechanistic understanding of the bronze formation phenomenon.1.61 The rate 
of hydrogen spillover from transition metal sources onto metal oxide receptors generally 
increases as temperature is increased and for the Pt/Al2O3 system, temperatures above 
523 K are needed to show appreciable rates.1.62 
Spillover of hydrogen with systems of transition metals doped on active carbons 
was studied primarily at elevated temperatures. These are conditions where most of the 
materials find application as supported catalysts. A mechanism was postulated for 
diffusion from platinum centers on active carbon (Pt/C) and the diffusion time constant 
(D/R2) was calculated for 663 K (5 x 10-2 s-1) and 573 K (3 x 10-4 s-1).1.63 These values 
were several orders of magnitude greater compared with those found on metal oxide 
supports.1.57 The amount and rate of hydrogen spillover at 623 K was enhanced by carbon 
bridges formed during the doping process between the metal source and the support.1.64 
This behavior was verified at room temperature for a system with carbon bridges built 
with perylene precursor between platinum black and a ceria-exchanged Y zeolite 
support.1.65,1.66  
Interest in spillover on nanostructured carbons at room temperature was driven by 
the observation that physical mixtures of Pt/C and Vulcan® XC72 active carbon (BET SA 
= 250 m2/g) were found to exhibit spillover at 298 K when measured for hydrogen uptake 
and benzene hydrogenation activity.1.67 Inelastic neutron scattering studies with 
physically mixed Pt/C and Ru/C fuel cell catalysts and Vulcan® active carbon have 
repeatedly demonstrated hydrogen spillover at room temperature.1.68-1.70 The capacity of 
these systems are constrained by the structure of the active carbon support. Thus, tuning 
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the pore size distribution and surface of the support, increasing the support surface area, 
and improving the metal-support interaction via bridges or doping technique, could lead 
to an adsorbent with increased hydrogen capacity and facile kinetics that would be 
applicable for on-board storage application. 
 
1.4 Objectives and Structure of This Dissertation 
 This dissertation has three main objectives: (1) synthesis and characterization of 
transition metal doped high surface area nanostructured carbons for hydrogen spillover 
and storage, (2) accurate measurement of hydrogen adsorption and spillover isotherms 
near ambient temperature, and (3) identification of the mechanism and kinetics of 
hydrogen spillover on carbon-based nanomaterials with isotopic tracers to provide routes 
for optimization of spillover adsorbents.  
The chapters of this dissertation outline the background, experimental design, 
results, and analysis used to meet the objectives.  The current chapter has provided an 
overview of the motivation for hydrogen storage research, current state-of-the art storage 
options, and briefly reviewed the phenomenon of spillover.  Chapter 2 discusses the 
synthesis and characterization of carbon-based nanomaterials used in the study. Chapter 3 
describes the use of volumetric techniques to measure hydrogen spillover and adsorption. 
Special consideration is given to apparatus design and calibration. Chapter 4 reviews the 
capacity of synthesized materials and provides kinetic analysis of selected primary and 
secondary spillover adsorbents. Chapter 5 provides details of the use of isotope tracers, 
namely deuterium and deuterium hydride, in sequential and equilibration dosing 
experiments to determine the mechanism for hydrogen spillover on carbon-based 
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nanomaterials. Chapter 6 presents a summary of the key findings, conclusions, and 
proposes future work to enhance and optimize the materials for on-board hydrogen 
storage application. 
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Synthesis and Characterization of Carbon-Based Nanomaterials 
 
2.1 Introduction to Nanostructured Carbon-Based Adsorbents 
 Carbon-based adsorbents are the most widely used materials in the gas separation, 
purification, and catalysis field, outselling molecular sieve zeolites by one order of 
magnitude.2.1 The most common carbon materials for industrial use have been classified 
as active (or activated) carbons, owing to the procedures used to ‘activate’ or modify the 
structure of the adsorbent for a specific application. Indeed, it is the facility to tailor the 
adsorbent that supports its broad range of applications. 
 All active carbons originate from organic sources but the final structural form is 
governed by the synthesis route and post-synthesis treatments.2.2,2.3 Source materials have 
been wood, coals, petroleum coke, coconut shell, and fruit nuts, among others.2.4 Such 
materials are carbonized at temperatures up to 773 K to remove volatiles. The product is 
activated by gaseous or chemical techniques to develop porosity and increase surface 
area. Gas phase methods are performed in oxygen, carbon dioxide, or steam at 
temperatures up to 1273 K. The gas phase and temperature impact the pore structure of 
the final product. Oxygen is an aggressive activation species, gasifying carbon at a rate 
five orders of magnitude greater relative to carbon dioxide or steam. The latter molecules 
are used more frequently for mild activation and development of a uniform pore 
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structure. Chemical methods often involve the addition of inorganic species in solution, 
which subsequently act on the precursor materials prior to or during carbonization. An 
activation technique commonly known to those skilled in the art is the use of potassium 
hydroxide (KOH) in solid form during carbonization.2.5-2.8 The process develops an 
extensive microporous structure that contributes to high surface areas (3000 m2/g), 
leading to the classification of ‘superactivated’ carbons. A commercial product based on 
this technique, developed as AX-21 and commercially marketed as MAXSORB, has 
found wide applications in the adsorption community and is one of the hydrogen 
spillover receptors in this work.2.9-2.10 
 The microcrystalline structure of active carbon forms during the carbonization 
step. Although similar to the graphite lattice, the interlayer spacing is larger (3.4 – 3.5 Å) 
and the layers are disordered due to heteroatoms (oxygen or hydrogen) and defects.2.3 
These heteroatoms and defects may be exploited with various post-production treatments 
to further tune the surface for a particular application. Liquid or gas phase treatments are 
used to increase or decrease the type and number of oxygen functional groups present on 
the edges of the carbon layer planes. Some of these groups are shown in Figure 2.1. 
Oxidizing treatments yield groups of acidic character, as in (a) through (e).  Basic or inert 
annealing treatments tend to remove oxygen functionalities, forming the basic groups of 
(f) and (g). In the liquid phase, an acidic surface exhibits enhanced cation exchange 
properties, while a basic surface demonstrates superior anion exchange capacity. This is 
important for doping transition metals, as most procedures use incipient wetness with a 
metal salt in solution. 
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(a) carboxyl (b) carboxylic anhydride (c) lactone 
   
  
 




   
(f) pyrone (g) chromene 
 
Figure 2.1 Oxygen Functionalities on Carbon Layer Edges 
 
2.2 Adsorbents for Spillover 
The nanostructured carbon-based adsorbents used in this work are a subset of the 
broader classification of active carbons. They consist of a composite of two or more 
materials comprising a spillover source and a spillover receptor. Several features 
characterize an effective spillover source. It should be capable of dissociating hydrogen 
molecules near ambient conditions. It must be well dispersed on a carbon-based substrate 
so that it exposes maximum metal surface while not obstructing receptor pores. It must 
have a strong interaction with the receptor to provide facile pathways for atomic 
hydrogen diffusion and to prevent sintering or agglomeration during pretreatment or 
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regeneration. Although edge functionalities on graphite sheets have demonstrated 
dissociative capacity,2.12 the most frequently employed spillover sources are nanoscale 
transition metal particles. 
Spillover receptors should have ample capacity for hydrogen atoms. This makes 
carbon-based materials attractive and discounts classical adsorbents such as molecular 
sieves, alumina, and silica based on the capacities observed for molecular hydrogen at 
ambient conditions. Although hydrogen physisorption capacities of active carbons are 
typically < 0.6 wt% at ambient temperature,2.13 storage of hydrogen as atoms yields a 
maximum theoretical capacity of nearly 8 wt% (H/C = 1). Carbon-based materials 
provide tractable routes for synthesis of hydrogen adsorbents since their surfaces may be 
readily tuned for high metal dispersion and discrete pore size distributions. Despite the 
dissociative mechanism being common to both spillover on carbon-based adsorbents and 
metal hydrides, hydrogen atoms are not incorporated (absorbed) into the carbon structure; 
thus, kinetic behavior of these adsorbents is more favorable. 
Spillover is a transport process that relies on diffusion of hydrogen atoms across a 
chemical potential gradient. A physical pathway for hydrogen atoms to ‘hop’ on the 
surface promotes the process.2.14 One way to provide this pathway is to create a strong 
source-receptor interaction by the selection of doping technique. An alternative is to 
create a physical bridge between the two components. Both techniques were studied in 
this work. Some precedent for bridge building exists. The formation of coke bridges 
during reduction of active carbon composites was implicated in spillover at 623 K.2.15 
Introduction of a bridge precursor was used to generate catalysts for dehydrogenation 
reactions at similar temperatures.2.16 The bridge building process opens new avenues for 
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composites because the method can be used to couple existing commercial catalysts to 
newly developed receptors. Figure 2.2 depicts such a situation in which a transition metal 
(M) supported on active carbon serves as the primary receptor. Such materials are readily 
available as commercial catalysts. A bridge has been formed between this material and a 
nanostructured secondary receptor designed with consideration for hydrogen storage. In 
this situation, there are two corresponding phases of hydrogen spillover – primary and 






Figure 2.2 Primary and Secondary Spillover from Source (M) to Receptor 
 
  
2.3 Receptor Synthesis 
All synthesis and analytical characterization gases were ultra-high purity (99.999%) 
and purified at point-of-use using molecular sieve 3A zeolite adsorbent beds. All reagents 
were analytical grade or better, as specified for a particular synthesis.   
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2.3.1 Templated Carbon (TC) Procedure 
 Carbons formed from zeolite templates have the benefits of active carbons, such 
as functionalized surfaces, microporosity, and large surface areas, with structural 
regularity imparted by the zeolite.2.17-2.19 The synthesis procedure generally followed the 
work of Ma et al.2.20-2.22 The materials and amounts per gram of final product yield are 
shown in Table 2.1. 
 




Chemical Formula CAS Number 
Amount 
(per g carbon) 
Ammonium Y Zeolite 
0.21Na2O  0.79(NH4)2O 
Al2O3  5.1SiO2  yH2O 
1318-02-1 5 g 
Furfuryl Alcohol C5H6O2 98-00-0 20 mL 
Mesitylene C6H3(CH3)3 108-67-8 5 mL 
 
Synthesis of templated carbon began with ammonium Y zeolite (Zeolyst 
International, CBV 300) as the pattern material. Y zeolite has a skeletal structure 
identical naturally occurring faujasite, with an aperture size of 7.4 Å.2.21 The powder was 
dehydrated at 423 K under rough vacuum (0.013 mbar) for 6 h in a Pyrex® Erlenmeyer 
flask fitted with an addition funnel. This temperature was suitable to remove most of the 
water of hydration but leave a significant amount of ammonium ions in the structure.2.23 
After the zeolite was cooled to room temperature under vacuum, furfuryl alcohol was 
added while slowly stirring. The zeolite changed color from white to amber and there was 
excess liquid in the flask. The mixture was stirred under a nitrogen atmosphere, 
maintained by trickle purge, for 8 h. The suspension was filtered to remove excess 
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furfuryl alcohol and rinsed three times with mesitylene. The filtrand was dried in air at 
room temperature for 24 h, resulting in a gray-green solid.  
The impregnated zeolite was treated in flowing nitrogen (100 mL(STP)/min) in a 
horizontal quartz furnace. Two sequential temperature programs were employed to 
dehydrate the solid (5 K/min to 353 K, hold 24 h) and to polymerize furfuryl alcohol (5 
K/min to 423 K, hold 8 h). After this treatment, the solid turned a tan color, indicative of 
polymerization products.  
The tan solid was transferred to a vertical quartz reactor for carbonization and 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of carbon. The material was heated in flowing nitrogen 
(100 sccm) to 973 K (5 K/min) to carbonize the polymerization products. The 
temperature was held at 973 K for 4 h and the gas was changed to 2% propylene in 
nitrogen (240 mL(STP)/min). The flow rate was chosen to match the space velocity used 
by Ma et al.2.20 for a 2.54 cm diameter tube. A final annealing step was performed in 
nitrogen (5 K/min to 1173 K, hold 3 h). The material was cooled to room temperature (5 
K/min) under nitrogen flow (100 mL(STP)/min) and the product was a black powder. 
The zeolite-carbon composite was given two treatments to remove the zeolite 
template. It was first treated with 48% hydrofluoric acid (9 mL/g-composite) in a 
polypropylene beaker. There was a significant release of heat when HF was added to the 
beaker.  The solution was stirred for 3 h at room temperature and rinsed with deionized 
water in a filtration funnel. The product collected on a filter paper (0.5 µm pore size) was 
transferred to a Pyrex® Erlenmeyer flask. It underwent a second treatment with 
concentrated 37% hydrochloric acid (19 mL/g-composite) to remove remaining zeolite 
template. The solution was heated to 333 K and stirred under reflux for 3 h. After cooling 
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to room temperature, the solution was filtered with deionized water until the rinses were 
pH neutral. The templated carbon was dried in air at 393 K for 24 h, resulting in a fine 
black powder. 
 
2.3.2 Single-Walled Nanotube (SWNT) Procedure 
Synthesis of SWNT was performed following the procedure of Cassell et al.2.24 
The process involved catalyst synthesis, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) to form the 
nanotubes, and purification to remove the catalyst. 
 




Chemical Formula CAS Number 
Amount 
(per g catalyst) 
Alumina (fumed) Al2O3 1344-28-1 1 g 
Iron (III) Sulfate Hydrate Fe2(SO4)3  xH2O 15244-10-7 120 mg 
Ammonium Molybdate (NH4)6Mo7O24  4H2O 12054-85-2 18 mg 
Water H2O 7732-18-5 70 mL 
 
 Alumina (AEROXIDE® Alu C, Degussa/Evonik Industries) was suspended in 
deionized water. The metal hydrates were ground into fine powder with an agate mortar 
and pestle. The solid hydrates were added to the suspended alumina; first ammonium 
molybdate followed by iron (III) sulfate and mixed using a magnetic stirrer and Teflon® 
coated stir bar for 30 min. The solution was sonicated for 30 min to ensure full solids 
dissolution and mixing. The solution was returned to the stirrer and heated at 343 K with 
an air purge to aid evaporation. When a paste formed, the mixture was removed from the 
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stirrer and dried overnight in an oven at 373 K. The dry solid was removed from the 
beaker and ground into a fine orange powder using an agate mortar and pestle. 
The catalyst (100 mg) was loaded into a vertical quartz tube reactor and 
suspended on a quartz frit. A thermocouple was placed above the frit inside the tube for 
accurate temperature measurement. The catalyst was calcined in flowing air (115 
mL(STP)/min) at 773 K for 1 h. The gas was switched to helium (100 mL(STP)/min) and 
the catalyst was heated to 1223 K (5 K/min). Upon reaching 1223 K, the gas phase was 
changed to a 10% methane/helium mixture (400 mL(STP)/min) and chemical vapor 
deposition was performed for 45 min. The hydrocarbon was diluted to limit amorphous 
carbon formation. The material was cooled to room temperature (5 K/min) in flowing 
helium (100 mL(STP)/min). The product was a black powder comprising a mixture of 
catalyst and nanotubes. 
 The nanotube-catalyst composite was subjected to three acid treatments to fully 
remove catalyst particles and amorphous carbon. The first acid treatment was performed 
in a polypropylene test tube by mixing the solid product with 48% hydrofluoric acid (50 
mL/g-composite). This treatment released significant heat and the tube was allowed to 
cool to room temperature before placing it on a shaker table for 24 h. The well-mixed 
suspension of nanotubes was filtered through 0.5 µm paper and rinsed with deionized 
water until the rinses were pH neutral. The product was dried overnight at 373 K. The 
second acid treatment was performed in a Pyrex® Erlenmeyer flask using 4 M nitric acid 
(50 mL/g-nanotubes). Treatment in nitric acid was performed three times at 348 K under 
reflux for 1 h with deionized water rinses between each. The final acid treatment was 
performed in a Pyrex® Erlenmeyer flask with concentrated sulfuric acid (50 mL/g-
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nanotubes). The treatment was performed once at 348 K for 30 min. Both nitric and 
sulfuric acid treatments selectively attacked amorphous carbon, increasing the purity of 
SWNTs. After washing with deionized water until the rinses were pH neutral, the 
SWNTs were dried in a 373 K oven. Yield was 25% of the catalyst-nanotube composite. 
 
2.3.3 Graphite Nanofiber (GNF) Procedure 
 Synthesis of catalyst and chemical vapor deposition followed the procedure of 
Kim et al.2.25 The catalyst was bimetallic and its composition was 8:2 Ni/Cu. Table 2.3 
lists the compounds and amounts required for synthesis of this material. 
 
Table 2.3 Materials for Production of GNF Catalyst 
Material Chemical Formula CAS Number Amount (per g catalyst) 
Nickel(II) Nitrate 
Hexahydrate 
Ni(NO3)2  6H2O 13478-00-7 3.9 g 
Copper(II) Nitrate 
Hemipentahydrate 
Cu(NO3)2  2.5H2O 19004-19-4 0.78 g 
Ammonium Bicarbonate NH4HCO3 1066-33-7 2.9 g 
Water H2O 7732-18-5 25 mL 
 
 Catalyst synthesis by precipitation began with the dissolution of the nitrates in 
water and dilution to correspond to 5 g nickel or copper oxide per 100 mL of solution. As 
the solution was rapidly stirred at room temperature, ammonium bicarbonate was added 
until a permanent turbidity formed. Immediately after the turbidity was established, 
excess ammonium bicarbonate (2.2 moles/mole metal ion) was added and the solution 
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was stirred for 15 min as carbon dioxide was evolved from the mixture. The precipitation 
reactions in this step were 
  
Ni NO3( )2 ⋅ 6H2O s( ) + 2NH4HCO3 s( ) → (2.1) 
  
NiCO3 s( ) + 2NH3 l( ) + 2HNO3 l( ) + 7H2O l( ) + CO2 g( )   
  
Cu NO3( )2 ⋅ 3H2O s( ) + 2NH4HCO3 s( ) → (2.2) 
  
CuCO3 s( ) + 2NH3 l( ) + 2HNO3 l( ) + 4H2O l( ) + CO2 g( )  
The precipitate was allowed to settle overnight in a covered flask. Hot deionized water 
was used to wash the precipitate until the washings were colorless, indicating the absence 
of ammonium or nitrate ions. After decanting the final washing, the liquid in the 
precipitate was evaporated over a steam bath until the solid was of putty-like consistency. 
The solid was dried for 24 h in an oven at 383 K. The dried solid was ground to a fine 
powder using an agate mortar and pestle and calcined in a muffle furnace at 673 K for 4 
h. The calcination process converted the carbonates to metal oxide form.  
  
NiCO3 s( ) Δ ,air⎯ → ⎯  NiO s( ) + CO2 g( ) (2.3) 
  
CuCO3 s( ) Δ ,air⎯ → ⎯  CuO s( ) + CO2 g( ) (2.4) 
The catalyst (50 mg) was transferred to a quartz boat and inserted into a 
horizontal quartz reactor for reduction and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth of 
nanofibers. It was reduced in flowing hydrogen (100 mL(STP)/min) at 773 K for 20 h. In 
order to prepare for CVD, the gas phase was changed to 10% hydrogen in helium and the 
temperature was increased to 873 K at 2.5 K/min. CVD was performed at 873 K with a 
4:1 ethylene/hydrogen mixture at a total flow rate of 100 mL(STP)/min for 1.5 h. After 
nanofiber synthesis, the reactor was cooled to room temperature in flowing helium (100 
mL(STP)/min. Yield was typically 3.5 g raw GNF per g-catalyst. 
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 The raw nanofibers were purified by stirring in a solution of 1 M HCl (25 mL/g 
raw GNF) at room temperature for 24 h. This facilitated the removal of catalyst particles 
while maintaining the nanostructure integrity.2.26 The product was filtered and washed 
with deionized water until the rinses were pH neutral. The purified GNFs were dried 
overnight in an oven at 373 K prior to characterization. 
 
2.3.4 Sol-Gel Mesoporous Carbon (SGC) Procedure 
 The sol-gel carbonization procedure produces a material with a distribution of 
mesopores.  The micropore volume is small and does not contribute significantly to the 
surface area available for adsorption. This type of material often finds application in 
catalytic processes involving large hydrocarbon molecules.2.27 For this study, the sol-gel 
carbon provides a useful comparison of hydrogen adsorption behavior in different pore 
networks. The synthesis process also provides the opportunity to incorporate transition 
metal species directly into the carbon structure.2.28 
 
Table 2.4 Materials for Production of Sol-Gel Carbon 
Material Chemical Formula CAS Number Amount (per g carbon) 
Tetraethyl Orthosilicate Si(OC2H5)4 78-10-4 8.5 mL 
Hydrochloric Acid HCl 7647-01-0 0.046 mL 
Ethanol C2H5OH 64-17-5 13.5 mL 
Water H2O 7732-18-5 11.9 mL 
Sucrose C12H22O11 57-50-1  3.5 g 
 
 The synthesis procedure followed the method of Hu et al.,2.28 omitting transition 
metal salt addition to generate pure mesoporous carbon. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), 
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ethanol, deionized water and hydrochloric acid were mixed together while heating to 333 
K. The solution was stirred for 4 h while maintaining this temperature. Sucrose dissolved 
in deionized water (0.45 g sucrose/mL) was added and this solution was stirred for 1 h. 
After cooling to room temperature, the material was dried in air for 2 days. The resulting 
nanocomposite was broken into small pieces for carbonization.  
 Carbonization was performed in a horizontal quartz tube reactor under 100 
mL(STP)/min helium. The temperature was raised to 1173 K at 2.5 K/min and held for 4 
h. The inverse temperature program was used to cool the reactor to room temperature. A 
coarse black powder resulted from the carbonization reaction. The silica template was 
removed by treating the powder with 48% hydrofluoric acid (1.5 mL/g nanocomposite) at 
while stirring at room temperature for 6 h. The solution was filtered and the mesoporous 
carbon product was rinsed ten times with deionized water. The carbon was dried in an 
oven at 373 K overnight before characterization studies. Yield was 30% of the carbonized 
gel. 
  
2.4 Synthesis of Source-Receptor Composites 
2.4.1 Primary Spillover: Direct Doping of Receptor 
 Nanostructured carbon receptors were doped with transition metals to promote 
primary spillover. The doping procedure involved solution impregnation of a selected 
metal salt. Catalyst doping is usually performed in aqueous solution; however, carbon is 
generally hydrophobic without applying special treatments. The Young-Dupré equation 
relates the work of adhesion to fluid surface tension and contact angle.2.29 
  
Wa = γLV 1+ cosθ( ) (2.5) 
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At room temperature, the surface tension of water is 72.0 mN/m and that of acetone is 
22.7 mN/m.2.30 The contact angle is approximately 82° for water and 45° for acetone on 
graphite or carbon nanostructures.2.31,2.32 The work of adhesion for water and acetone on 
carbon nanofibers is calculated as 82 mN/m and 39 mN/m, respectively. A lower value 
for adhesion work indicates that less energy must be overcome for the liquid to spread.  
As this calculation indicates, acetone is predicted to spread more easily on carbon 
nanofibers  - a result that has been confirmed by observations in this work and by 
others.2.33,2.34 This result supports the choice of acetone as the solvent for doping carbon.  
 The doping method was similar to that used by Joo et al. to generate high 
dispersions of platinum nanoparticles on nanostructured carbon.2.35 The procedure began 
by suspending the desired carbon receptor in acetone (HPLC grade) at a ratio of 100 
mL/g receptor and stirring for 20 min. Hexachloroplatinic acid hydrate (H2PtCl6  6H2O, 
Aldrich 398322) was dissolved in acetone at a ratio of 60 mL/g salt. The amount of metal 
salt required was determined by the desired final metal content of the composite, 
considering that platinum was only 37.5 wt% of the dopant. A typical batch was 200 mg 
of carbon receptor, which was doped to a final platinum content of 6 wt%. This required 
34 mg of metal salt to deliver 12.8 mg of platinum. The solution of acetone and metal salt 
was added drop wise to the carbon receptor-acetone mixture while moderately stirring. 
The mixture was transferred to a water bath where it was treated with ultrasound for 1 h. 
Ultrasound enhanced doping has been shown to promote spillover through increased 
source-receptor interaction and metal dispersion.2.36-2.38 The procedure was modified 
slightly from that followed by Li et al.2.37 to allow for sonication of the slurry in a 
polyethylene bag. This step was performed to decrease sonic wave attenuation that occurs 
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using laboratory glassware2.39 and subsequently improve metal-support interaction. After 
sonication, the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. Acetone was evaporated 
and the sample was dried in an oven at 333 K for 8 h. 
 The doped carbon material was degassed and reduced prior to characterization 
and hydrogen capacity measurements. The sample was placed in a quartz boat and 
inserted into a horizontal quartz reactor for treatment. It was degassed in flowing helium 
(100 mL[STP]/min) at 393 K for 2 h. The gas phase was switched to flowing hydrogen 
(120 mL[STP]/min) while the temperature was raised to 573 K (1 K/min) and held for 3 
h. The sample was cooled in hydrogen and purged with helium to prepare for transfer to 
storage or analytical instruments. Table 2.5 lists the adsorbents prepared in this manner 
for this work. 
  
Table 2.5 Materials Prepared to Study Primary Spillover 
Receptor Source Metal Salt Short Name 
Templated Carbon Platinum H2PtCl6  6H2Oa 6 wt% Pt/TC 
Templated Carbon Platinum H2PtCl6  6H2O 1.5 wt% Pt/TC 
Templated Carbon Platinum H2Pt(OH)6b 6 wt% Pt/TC 
Templated Carbon Nickel NiCl2c 6 wt% Ni/TC 
Templated Carbon Palladium PdCl2d 6 wt% Pd/TC 
AX-21 Platinum H2PtCl6  6H2O 6 wt% Pt/AX-21 
Graphite Nanofibers Platinum H2PtCl6  6H2O 6 wt% Pt/GNF 
Sol-Gel Carbon Palladium Pd(NH3)2(NO2)2 (aq)e 5 wt% Pd/SGC 
Sol-Gel Carbon Nickel Ni(NO3)2  6H2Of 5 wt% Ni/SGC 
 
(a) hexachloroplatinic acid (Aldrich 398322); (b) hydrogen hexahydroxyplatinate(IV) (Aldrich 334472); (c) 
nickel(II) chloride (Aldrich 339350); (d) palladium(II) chloride (Adrich 323373); (e) 




Sol-gel carbon composites were prepared to study primary spillover from sources 
that were included in the receptor synthesis procedure, rather than doped after synthesis. 
The procedure followed that outlined in Section 2.3.4 with the appropriate amount of 
metal salt incorporated during addition of sucrose solution.2.28 Such materials synthesized 
for study are noted in Table 2.5. 
 
2.4.2 Secondary Spillover: Bridging Primary Source to Receptor 
 There were two bridged spillover sources used in this work: 5 wt% Pt/Active 
Carbon (Strem Chemicals, Inc., 78-1600) and 5 wt% Pd/Active Carbon (Strem 
Chemicals, Inc., 46-1890). These were selected because they are readily available and 
well characterized commercial catalysts. 
D-Glucose (C6H12O6) was used as the bridge precursor. Glucose was selected 
because it has a relatively low melting point (~ 423 K) and easily carbonizes at a 
temperature that does not sinter metal supported catalysts or destroy structure in 
nanostructured receptors. Glucose and other simple sugars (e.g. sucrose) have been used 
to generate active carbon adsorbents.2.40,2.41 In principle, alternative precursors may be 
used with modification to the temperature program required for bridge building.2.42 The 
theoretical carbonization reaction is 
  
C6H12O6 s( ) Δ⎯ → ⎯ 6C s( ) + 6H2O g( ) (2.6) 
The yield of carbon from the decomposition of glucose should theoretically be 0.4 
g/g-glucose. Since there are additional reactions and dewatering that may occur during 
heating, an experiment was conducted to determine the actual carbon yield. The amount 
of glucose precursor was adjusted according to the results of the preliminary 
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carbonization experiment. Glucose melting and decomposition was carried out using at 
Shimadzu Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA-50) in flowing helium (100 
mL(STP)/min). The glucose sample (20 mg) was suspended in a quartz pan and heated to 
453 K (at 1 K/min) where it was held for 1 h. The sample was heated from 453 K to 673 
K (at 1 K/min) where it was held for 6 h to carbonize the material. The sample was 
cooled to room temperature at 1 K/min. The results of the TGA experiment are shown in 
Figure 2.3. When the glucose is heated and maintained at 453 K, it loses 13 wt%. Some 
dewatering and decomposition reactions occur at these conditions.2.43,2.44 The temperature 
program to 673 K results in a net loss of 86.5 wt% of sample as carbonization occurs, 
compared to a theoretical loss of only 60 wt%. Similar results were obtained for a larger 
(1 g) sample in a horizontal quartz reactor. The actual carbon yield of 0.135 g/g-glucose 
(34% of the theoretical value) was used in all calculations for required bridge precursor 
amounts.  
Carbon formed from the glucose precursor does not contribute significant surface 
area (< 2 m2/g),2.45,2.46 thus, it is critical to position this bridge only where necessary to 
facilitate spillover but not block pores. The melting step of the program was selected so 
that liquid glucose wicks into the interstices between the secondary receptor and source 
prior to carbonization. At room temperature, the surface tension reported for corn or 
glucose syrup is similar to water and the corn syrup contact angle is 63°, which is less 
than water.2.47,2.48 As the temperature is increased, the surface tension of most liquids 
decreases according to the Eötvös theory.2.49 On this basis, the wetting characteristics of 
glucose are predicted to be better than those of water at room temperature. 
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Production of secondary spillover adsorbents for this study began with grinding of 
a mixture of the receptor, bridge precursor, and source using an agate mortar and pestle 
for 30 min.2.50 The proportion of receptor-bridges-source was fixed at 8:1:1 based on 
hydrogen spillover results of Srinivas and Rao for physical mixtures of Pt/C source 
catalysts and active carbon receptors.2.51 The glucose added to the mixture was adjusted 
given the lower actual conversion of bridge precursor compared to theory. In addition, 
the as-received source catalysts were degassed and experienced 9.5 wt% loss. Since the 
mixture was formed with the as-received catalyst, the amount was adjusted for the 
desired proportionality in the final product. Table 2.6 shows the amounts of each raw 









The ground mixture was transferred to a quartz boat and inserted in a horizontal 
quartz reactor. The temperature program was nearly identical to the preliminary melting 
and carbonization test on glucose. The gas phase was flowing helium at 100 
mL[STP]/min. The temperature was increased to 453 K (at 1 K/min) and held for 3 h to 
ensure complete melting. In the carbonization step, the temperature was increased to 673 
K (at 1 K/min) and held for 6 h. The material was cooled to room temperature in flowing 
helium. All samples were degassed and reduced according to the same procedure outlined 
in Section 2.4.1. The samples were stored in a dessicator for later characterization and 
hydrogen adsorption measurements. 
 
Table 2.6 Materials Prepared to Study Secondary Spillover 
Receptor Source Precursor Material g raw material/g desired product 
AX-21/PtC/Bridge (8:1:1) 0.825 0.111 0.741 
AX-21/PdC/Bridge (8:1:1) 0.825 0.111 0.741 
AX-21/PdC/Bridge (8.6:1:0.4) 0.825 0.111 0.250 
SWNT/PdC/Bridge (8:1:1) 0.808 0.111 0.741 
 
2.4.3 Limited Spillover: Primary Source/Receptor Physical Mixture 
The effect of bridges on spillover was ascertained with the analysis of physical 
mixtures of the primary source and receptors without bridges. The components were 
ground together with an agate mortar and pestle for 30 min to produce the physical 
mixtures. The proportion of receptor to source was fixed at 9:1 to ensure consistency of 
the source amount for comparison with bridged samples. This also allowed comparison 
of the systems studied here with some published results on physical mixtures in the 
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literature.2.50 The ground mixtures were transferred to a quartz boat, which was inserted 
into a horizontal quartz reactor, and subjected to the degassing and reduction treatment as 
noted above. The samples were stored in a dessicator for later characterization and 
hydrogen adsorption measurements. 
 
2.5 Characterization of Adsorbents  
 The adsorbents used in this study were characterized with many common 
techniques. The physical properties measured for all adsorbents were BET surface area, 
pore size distribution, and pore volume (total and micropore). Composite adsorbents 
demonstrating enhanced capacity due to hydrogen spillover were further characterized for 
metal dispersion (chemisorption/CO titration), metal particle size (X-ray diffraction), and 
imaged with scanning (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
 
2.5.1 Surface Area and Pore Size Distribution 
A Micromeritics® Accelerated Surface Area and Porosimetry (ASAP) 2010 
instrument was used to measure nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 K for calculation of 
BET surface area, total and micropore volumes, and pore size distribution.2.52  
BET estimates are ubiquitous in the adsorption community for adsorbent 
characterization. While there are known accuracy issues associated with applying the 
method to ultrahigh surface area, microporous materials,2.53-2.55 it has recently been 
shown that carefully examining the reduced data can provide reasonable estimates of 
accessible area for comparison purposes.2.56 The revised method limits BET calculations 
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to P/Po (Po = 0.99 bar, N2 saturation pressure) data collected below 0.15, compared to the 
traditional 0.30 value for this parameter.2.52 
Pore size distributions (PSDs) and micropore volumes are computed from 
nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 K using density functional theory (DFT). This is a 
standard method in adsorption and is accomplished readily with software in the ASAP 
2010 package. The method has advantages over other PSD estimation techniques in that 
it covers three orders of magnitude of pore sizes (4.0 to 4000 Å).2.57 Other methods, such 
as Horvath-Kawazoe (HK)2.58 or Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH)2.59 techniques are only 
accurate for micropores and mesopores, respectively, and must be pieced together for 
complete PSDs. Results of DFT calculations are continuous and remove this step. Total 
pore volumes are computed using the well known Gurvitsch rule at the relative pressure 
yielding the maximum adsorbed amount.2.3,2.52 This allows calculation of the total pore 
volume (TPV) from the following equation 
  









⎟ ⎟  (2.6) 
where Qads is the maximum adsorbed amount and ρN2, liq is the density of liquid nitrogen 
at saturation pressure. 
 
2.5.1.1 Receptor BET SA and PSD 
 Nitrogen adsorption isotherms, BET SA reduction plots, PSDs, and cumulative 
pore volume plots are presented for five receptors: TC, SWNTs, GNFs, SGC, and AX-21. 
These results are shown sequentially in Figures 2.4 through 2.23. BET SA statistics are 














































































































Figure 2.23 AX-21, Cumulative Pore Volume 
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Table 2.7 Summary of Receptor BET SA and PSD Results 
BET SA Total PV Micro PV Major PSD Peaks Receptor m2/g mL/g mL/g Pore Width, Å 
TC 3379 ± 7 1.4 1.1 7.3, 11.8m, 14.8, 20.0 
SWNT 803.7 ± 1.2 0.35 0.15 12.0m, 18.4, 20.6 
GNF 305.6 ± 1.6 0.32 0.075 12.7 
SGC 1970 ± 30 1.2 0.1 27.3 
AX-21 2933 ± 22 1.1 0.8 8.0, 12.7, 21.6m 
m = maximum dV/dW 
 
Templated carbon has the highest surface area and percentage of micropores, 
followed by AX-21. As expected, carbon derived from the sol-gel process is mostly 
mesoporous. 
 
2.5.1.2 Composites BET SA and PSD 
Nitrogen adsorption isotherms, BET SA reduction plots, PSDs, and cumulative 
pore volume plots are presented for four composite materials: 6 wt% Pt/TC, AX-
21/PdC/Bridge (8:1:1), 5 wt% Pd/SGC, and 5 wt% Ni/SGC. These results are shown 
sequentially in Figures 2.24 through 2.39. Again, BET SA statistics are provided on the 
respective plots. Characterization reports of the doped TC and bridged AX-21 composites 
were selectively chosen because they yielded the best hydrogen capacity results as will be 
shown later. Results for impregnated SGC are shown for reference to a mesoporous 
carbon material with different sources. Table 2.8 summarizes the results and includes 


























































































Figure 2.39 5 wt% Ni/SGC, Cumulative Pore Volume 
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Table 2.8 Summary of Composites BET SA and PSD Results 
BET SA Total PV Micro PV Major PSD Peaks Composite m2/g mL/g mL/g  at Pore Width, Å 
6 wt% Pt/TC 2730 ± 10 1.4 0.90 7.3, 11.8m, 14.8, 20.0 
AX-21//PdC/Bridge 
(8:1:1) 
2162 ± 17 1.1 0.55 8.6, 21.6m 
5 wt% Pd/SGC 1970 ± 30 1.2 0.075 29.5 
5 wt% Ni/SGC 1568 ± 21 1.0 0.075 27.3m, 200 
5 wt% PdC (Strem) 976 ± 7 0.7 0.275 8.0m, 14.8 
m = maximum dV/dW 
 
 The results for composite materials indicated that there is a loss of surface area 
and microporosity due to the synthesis processes. BET SA decreases accordingly. For the 
doped material 6 wt% Pt/TC, this is likely due to blocking of micropores by metal 
nanoparticles. A global reduction in the relative amounts of all pore sizes is reflected in 
the PSD. The bridged source-receptor composite likely shows the effect of glucose 
penetration and carbonization in some micropores. Based on the PSD, this phenomenon 
seems to have affected the smallest pore sizes the most, as one might expect. Doping sol-
gel derived carbon with transition metals seems to have little effect on the surface 
characteristics of the palladium material. The nickel material shows a reduction in surface 
area and a shift in the PSD to higher values. A concern here is that the metal particles are 
embedded in the carbon since salt solutions are added during the carbon synthesis step. 
These would not contribute to a change in surface properties if they were not exposed to 
the gas phase during analysis. Hydrogen adsorption measurements should confirm or 
refute this hypothesis. Data for 5 wt% PdC (Strem) shows that the active carbon support 
is microporous with a surface area typical of carbons derived from coconut shells.2.60 
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2.5.2 Metal Dispersion and Particle Size 
Metal dispersion is a measure of the amount of metal surface exposed to the gas 
phase relative to the total metal content in a system. It can be calculated using the 
hydrogen chemisorption method established by Spenadel and Boudart.2.61 The method 
was used for calculation of the dispersion for the 5 wt% PdC source for secondary 
spillover study. A sample of the material was treated in situ on the Micromeritics® ASAP 
2010 instrument with hydrogen at 573 K for 2 h to reduce the Pd surface. It was then 
evacuated to 1 x 10-7 mbar at 623 K for 6 h. The hydrogen isotherm was measured at 298 
K for pressures up to 100 kPa and is shown in Figure 2.40, along with data for PCB 
Carbon (Calgon Carbon Corporation) at the same conditions. PCB Carbon has similar 
characteristics as the support material (BET SA = 1100 m2/g, TPV = 0.55 mL/g) and 
demonstrates that there is no substantial physisorption capacity on the support in the limit 
of zero pressure. Palladium forms a stable hydride at room temperature by absorbing 
hydrogen.2.62 The composition of this hydride at 2.4 kPa is PdH0.6 and the point is shown 
in Figure 2.40. Hydrogen that is not absorbed by the metal lattice or physisorbed to the 
support is present on the surface of the metal, which is represented by the additional 
amount adsorbed at 2.4 kPa (0.54 mL[STP]/g). Assuming Pd-H (1:1) on the surface, the 
dispersion is calculated from 
  
Msurface g /gads( ) =
Qads(mL[STP]/gads) ⋅ 2 atomsH /molH2
22414mL[STP]/mol
⋅MWPd  (2.7) 
  
Dispersion =
Msurface g /gads( )
Mtotal g /gads( )
×100%  (2.8) 






Figure 2.40 Metal Dispersion of 5 wt% PdC (Strem) Using H2 Chemisorption 
 
 
The hydrogen chemisorption method is difficult to use when the support material 
acts as an effective receptor for hydrogen atoms. An alternative to this method is titration 
with carbon monoxide.2.63 Two experiments are required for this technique. The first 
experiment is performed on a reduced and degassed composite material. This establishes 
the overall adsorption amount. The second experiment is performed after evacuating the 
sample from the first experiment at room temperature to remove physisorbed carbon 
monoxide only. The metal retains any chemisorbed CO in this step. The second 
experiment measures the physisorption capacity of the support material, which should be 
near zero in the limit of zero pressure. 
The carbon monoxide titration method was used to determine the dispersion for 6 
wt% Pt/TC. Again, the Micromeritics® ASAP 2010 instrument was used. The sample was 
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reduced in situ in hydrogen at 573 K for 2 h. It was then evacuated to 1 x 10-7 mbar at 
623 K for 6 h. In the first experiment, the carbon monoxide isotherm was measured at 
298 K up to 60 kPa. The sample was evacuated at room temperature for 2 h and the 
second experiment was conducted at 298 K up to 60 kPa. The results of these two 
experiments are shown in Figure 2.41, along with subtraction of the two isotherms. The 
data for CO physisorption agrees well with literature reports for active carbon at room 
temperature.2.64 Platinum dispersion is calculated from the difference (average ~ 2.9 
mL[STP]/g) using the following formula for surface metal amount 
  
Msurface g /gads( ) =
Qads(mL[STP]/gads) ⋅1molecPt /1.3molecCO
22414mL[STP]/mol
⋅MWPt  (2.9) 
where the relationship between Pt and surface adsorbed CO has been reported for bridged 




Figure 2.41 Metal Dispersion of 6 wt% Pt/TC Using CO Titration 
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The dispersion for 6 wt% Pt/TC, computed from Equation 2.8, is 33%. Compared 
to commercial catalysts, the ultrasound doping technique has improved metal dispersion, 
as expected. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed using a Rigaku Miniflex X-ray 
diffractometer (30 kV, 15mA, Cu Kα radiation) scanning with a resolution of 0.02° in 2θ. 
Figure 2.42 compares the XRD patterns for Na-Y zeolite, TC, and 6 wt % Pt/TC. A peak 
at 2θ = 6.6° in (b) indicates that the carbon has copied the template structure.2.20,2.66 Peaks 
above 2θ = 35° in Figure (c) represent (111), (200), (220), and (311) Pt crystal faces. The 
average crystallite size, as calculated by the Scherer equation, is 44 Å. These results 
support the earlier theory that some micropores are blocked by platinum particles given 





Figure 2.42 XRD Results for 6 wt% Pt/TC 
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2.5.3 Imaging and Surface Analysis 
Transmission electron microscopy (JEOL Ltd. 3011 TEM, 300 kV accelerating 
voltage) was used to capture images of the 6 wt% Pt/TC material. In situ energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (Edax Ultrathin Window Si-Li X-ray detector) confirmed 
the composition of the particles observed in the images. Figure 2.43 shows two images 
captured at different locations on the material surface. The inset in the left image reflects 
the average particle size of the material, approximately 0.5 µm. The dark dots on the 
carbon surface are platinum particles. Estimating the size of these particles from the 






Figure 2.43 TEM Images of 6 wt% Pt/TC 
 
 
The secondary spillover material, AX-21/PdC/ Bridge (8:1:1) was examined using 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to observe palladium particle size and bridge 
contacts. A sample of the physical mixture of AX-21 and 5 wt% PdC (9:1) was also 
evaluated for comparison. A Philips XL30 FEG SEM instrument (accelerating voltage 30 
kV) was used to examine the specimens. An X-ray energy-dispersive spectrometry 
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(XEDS) detector (EDAX, Inc.) enabled identification of palladium particles on the 
carbon support by elemental analysis. Figure 2.44 shows images of the 5 wt% PdC 
catalyst (left) and AX-21 receptor (right). The palladium particle is relatively large, on 
the order of 0.6 µm, which agrees with a lower dispersion calculated for this material 
relative to 6 wt% Pt/TC. Images of the physical mixture of this catalyst with AX-21 (left) 
and the bridged material (right) are shown in Figure 2.46. It is difficult to discern 
substantially different carbon phases, however, in the right image, the PdC catalyst 
















 Carbon-based adsorbents for hydrogen spillover and adsorption have been 
synthesized and characterized with traditional analytical techniques. Nanostructured 
receptors with a high degree of microporosity were synthesized via chemical vapor 
deposition. Templated carbon had the highest BET surface area and total pore volume. 
SWNT had the sharpest pore size distribution, with a narrow peak at 12 Å. For 
comparison with these materials, mesoporous carbon was synthesized using the sol-gel 
process. This carbon was also doped with transition metals during the synthesis step in 
order to investigate spillover behavior from embedded sources. 
 Composite materials for the study of primary or secondary spillover were 
prepared using ultrasound-assisted solution impregnation or a novel bridge-building 
technique. The impregnation method allows for a high dispersion of metal particles on 
the surface of a receptor, while retaining most of its structure and porosity. The bridge 
building technique sacrifices additional surface area and pore volume, however, it is 
predicted that these bridges form a diffusion pathway to enhance adsorption capacity and 
kinetics via spillover. 
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Hydrogen Adsorption Measurement: Apparatus and Techniques 
 
3.1 Overview of Measurement Methods 
The study of adsorbent materials for mobile hydrogen storage applications has 
prompted the need for accurate measurement of capacity and kinetics near ambient 
conditions. Most researchers have focused studies on the capacity of practical materials at 
room temperature and pressure ranging from sub-atmospheric to 10 MPa.  The relatively 
low capacities (< 5 wt%) of these materials compared to those of hydrogen at cryogenic 
temperatures,3.1 other adsorbates at room temperature,3.2 or in metal hydrides3.3 have 
presented new challenges for traditional adsorption measurement techniques.3.4 Variables 
such as manifold temperature, sample weight, and valve leak rate must now be carefully 
considered as they can contribute significantly to the overall adsorption measurement.3.5 
In addition, many of the materials studied are microporous and show affinity for helium, 
which has typically been considered a non-adsorbing species for free space 
determination.  Helium adsorption has been shown to impact skeletal density 
measurement of active carbons and hence, the dead volume surrounding the sample.3.6-3.8 
The most common methods for measurement of adsorption capacity in general are 
gravimetric and volumetric techniques.  Additionally, an electrochemical procedure has 
been employed for measurement of hydrogen capacity; however, the results tend, on 
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average, to yield larger capacity due to a different storage mechanism.3.9 Mass 
spectrometry has been used with temperature programmed desorption experiments to 
estimate capacity, relying on appropriate calibrations with known hydride compounds.3.10 
This technique is limited to sub-atmospheric pressure and is clearly non-isothermal. 
 
3.1.1 Gravimetric Techniques 
Gravimetric methods are the most direct measurement of adsorption capacity and 
require little dependence on computational methods. These techniques, performed with 
mechanical balances,3.11 avoid the problem of free space determination using helium, as 
weight gain or loss is the measured variable.  Some early hydrogen adsorption work on 
carbon-based adsorbents was performed with a static gravimetric method at cryogenic 
conditions; however, there was no report of capacity near ambient temperature.3.12 
Several aspects of gravimetric methods present challenges.  Some instrumental 
designs employ a flowing gas phase. This has an advantage in that it reduces 
equilibration time for each data point, however, the measurements must be corrected for 
buoyancy of the gas surrounding the sample.  The correction must be carefully performed 
at each pressure with a ‘dummy’ sample that adequately simulates the adsorbent.3.13 A 
non-static gas phase increases the possibility of material loss from the pan or bucket, 
which can be interpreted as decreased capacity. 
Commercial instruments are available to measure isotherms gravimetrically with 
a static gas phase to 50 MPa.3.14-3.16 These devices are highly automated and include 
sophisticated control schemes to control temperature, pressure and gas phase 
composition.  While limited hydrogen capacity and kinetic data has been published from 
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studies with these instruments, some authors have demonstrated reproducibility of high-
pressure balances comparable to volumetric techniques.3.17-3.19 
 
3.1.2 Volumetric Techniques 
Measurement of adsorption using volumetric techniques is well established and 
dates back to the early twentieth century work of Sieverts, who used a low pressure glass 
apparatus to study absorption and diffusion of gases, notably hydrogen, in metals.3.20  
This research continued into the middle of the century and covered many transition metal 
and gas combinations. In fact, as a testament to his body of work, many in the metal 
hydride community refer to volumetric based systems as Sieverts apparati. Langmuir 
began his pioneering work on adsorption theory with a similar apparatus, measuring 
adsorption and dissociative adsorption of gases on such substrates as molybdenum, 
tungsten, and platinum filaments.3.21 These early volumetric systems continued their 
evolution and were enhanced by developments in vacuum technique, temperature control, 
and pressure measurement.  With the development of the theory of multimolecular layer 
adsorption by Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller, characterization of catalytic materials and 
adsorbents by volumetric adsorption for surface area determination became standard.3.22 
Later it was found that the distribution of pore sizes in the material could also be 
extracted from adsorption isotherms using various techniques.3.23-3.29  
Numerous commercial instruments are available with well-established techniques 
to measure sub-atmospheric adsorption of cryogenic nitrogen or argon, motivated by the 
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wealth of information provided at these conditions.a  While these are primarily designed 
for surface area and pore size determination, they can be adapted to measure hydrogen 
isotherms if analysis is performed with attention to background response, free space 
measurement, and temperature control.3.30-3.33 Many investigators have reported hydrogen 
adsorption results at cryogenic conditions with such instruments.3.34 One of the first 
reports of a hydrogen adsorption isotherm on microporous carbon at ambient temperature 
was provided by Chahine and Bose.3.35  Since then, a commercial product offering has 
not emerged as the standard for volumetric measurements above atmospheric pressure,b 
therefore, hydrogen storage measurement at these conditions has relied upon instruments 
custom built by each laboratory performing the measurement.3.36-3.42 These devices are 
typically static volumetric units, however, Poirier et al. developed a flow-based system to 
eliminate the build-up of contaminants in the system from successive static expansions 
that would reduce capacity.3.13 This method has not seen widespread acceptance in the 
adsorption community, presumably because it still requires correction for helium 
adsorption and contamination can be addressed in static experiments with well-
maintained purifiers.  As one would expect, data for a given material becomes highly 
dependent upon the design and analytical technique specific to the piece of equipment. 
Concerns with these analyses are not trivial as nonideality at elevated pressure, correction 
for helium adsorption, background signal, manifold temperature variation, and potential 
leaks all play a role in the accuracy of the data. 
                                                
a Micromeritics® Instrument Corporation ASAP Series Accelerated Surface Area and Porosimetry 
Analyzers, Quantachrome Instruments Autosorb® Series Surface Area and Pore Size Analyzers. 
 
b Micromeritics® Instrument Corporation recently released preliminary specifications for the ASAP 2050 
Xtended Pressure Sorption Analyzer for measurement to 1 MPa; however, it is not in widespread use. 
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Volumetric systems have frequently required gram-scale quantities of sample, 
which substantially reduces the effect of weighing error on adsorption measurements.  It 
is often difficult to produce large quantities of stable candidate materials on the 
laboratory scale. This is particularly the case with metal organic frameworks (MOFs) and 
covalent organic frameworks (COFs), where several hundred milligrams of material may 
take one week or more to produce.  Additionally, storage of the material before 
measurement can sometimes degrade the structure and adsorption capacity.3.43 For this 
reason, modern volumetric based methods should be designed to minimize sample 
quantity requirements for adsorption measurement.  This criterion implies minimizing the 
system dead volume, which has an added safety benefit of reducing the amount of 
gaseous hydrogen required for a complete analysis. 
 
3.2 Design of a High-Pressure Volumetric Apparatus 
The design basis and details are presented for a volumetric system capable of 
reproducibly measuring hydrogen adsorption and desorption from 0.1 MPa to 10 MPa at 
room temperature.  Focus is on capacity measurements near ambient temperature since 
this is where the most practical application based material is sought. Data is provided 
from the analysis of several materials that have widely known, reproducible storage 
capacities to validate the instrument. The issues of nonideality correction, helium 
adsorption during free space measurement, pressure step size, and manifold temperature 




3.2.1 Equipment Specification and Details 
A schematic of the high-pressure volumetric apparatus is shown in Figure 3.1 
with nomenclature defined in Table 3.1.  This instrument is capable of measuring 
hydrogen adsorption and desorption at room temperature and up to 10 MPa.  All 
components in contact with hydrogen were constructed from stainless steel (316 or 
316L).  The gases hydrogen (99.999% purity) and helium (99.999% purity) were purified 
using beds of Molecular Sieve 3A (Grace Davison, 8-12 mesh beads) dedicated to each 
gas to prevent cross contamination. A filter (5 µm) was installed after the purifiers to 
prevent particulates from contaminating the apparatus and causing valve leaks. 
All fittings joining components of the reference and sample volumes were VCR® 
metal gasket face-seal type (Swaglok®). When joined according to the proper procedure, 
these fittings have a guaranteed leak rate of no more than 4 x 10-9 mL(STP)/s helium (for 
a single leak this equates to a deviation of less than 1 kPa over a 24 h period). The 
reference and sample cell volumes were carefully characterized and are depicted in 
Figure 3.1 by Vref and Vsam.  All component volumes, except for the downstream side of 
the bellows valves, were measured with deionized water in triplicate.  Liquid was 
carefully injected with a needle syringe to prevent air bubbles from affecting the 
measurement.  Blank VCR® gaskets were used, as needed, to facilitate measurements of 
pieces with multiple open ends. Due to their complex geometry, the downstream bellows 
and valve outlet volume was measured by helium expansion.  The bellows valves were 






Figure 3.1 Schematic of High-Pressure Volumetric Adsorption Apparatus 
 
 
Table 3.1 Nomenclature for High-Pressure Volumetric Apparatus Schematic 
Tag Description 
FI Flow Indicator 
PI Pressure Indicator 
PT Pressure Transducer 
TC Thermocouple 
Vref Reference Volume 
Vsam Sample Volume 




These techniques yielded volumes of 3.6 mL and 11.3 mL for Vref and Vsam, 
respectively. The volume measurements were reproducible to within 0.1 mL.  In order to 
further reduce the dead volume, a stainless steel spacer rod (2.9 mL) was inserted into the 
sample cell after loading the sample.  The rod fit loosely in the tube such that the 
reduction of vacuum conductance was kept to a minimum. A 0.5 µm VCR® filter gasket 
was used when making up the connection to the reference volume to eliminate the 
possibility of sample intrusion into the reference volume and valves. 
The three valves cycled most frequently during experiments are highlighted in 
grey in Figure 3.1.  The valves used for this application were bellows sealed type 
(Swagelok®, U Series).  These valves offered a combination of low leak rate (4 x 10-9 
mL(STP)/s helium) and dead volume comparable to diaphragm valves, which are also 
often used in high pressure adsorption systems. Given their low leak rate, the affect of 
seat seal leakage is minimal for data collection over 24 h, which is the duration of most 
runs when including adsorption and desorption branches.  This type of valve offered an 
extra safety feature of secondary containment above the bellows in the event of a failure 
and their maximum working pressure exceeded the maximum operating pressure by a 
factor of 1.7. 
The pressure and temperature histories of the apparatus were recorded in order to 
calculate volume adsorbed and generate isotherm data.  The pressure of the reference 
volume or the combined reference and sample volumes was measured using a pressure 
transmitter (Dylix Corporation, GX Series) with a range of 0-13.8 MPa (0-2000 psia) and 
enhanced static accuracy to ± 0.1% full-scale output. This transmitter proved to be 
accurate even in the low end of its range.  Figure 3.2 shows the result of low-range 
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calibration with helium against a Bourdon tube analog gauge (Ashcroft® Type 1082).  
The external temperature of the apparatus was measured at four locations with bead-type 
thermocouples (TC1-TC4) mounted directly to the metal surface with polyimide adhesive 
tape (Omega Engineering, Inc., 5TC-GG-K-24). The raw signal output of the pressure 
transmitter and four thermocouples was processed and logged on a computer with a 
custom LabVIEW program that enabled data collection in user selectable intervals 





Figure 3.2 Calibration of Pressure Transducer Low Range 
 
 
A mechanical, two-stage rotary vacuum pump (Edwards Vacuum, Ltd., E2M0.7) 
was used for evacuation of the apparatus and pretreatment of the sample.  This pump 
consistently achieved a pressure of 2.7 x 10-3 mbar at the sample cell.  A trap filled with 
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alumina beads was used to prevent oil vapor backstreaming into the foreline and 
apparatus piping.  Sub-atmospheric pressure was measured with a Convectron® 
equivalent gauge with integrated controller (Kurt J. Lesker Company, KJL275800) that 
enabled measurement to 1.3 x 10-4 mbar.  The vacuum pump was protected from 
accidental overpressure using a relief device set to 0.2 MPa.  The outlet of this device 
was plumbed independently to a fume hood with a minimum face velocity of 0.5 m/s. 
Aluminum foil, considered a non-adsorbing material, was used to establish a 
background adsorption signal.  The mass of aluminum foil used for this procedure was 
calculated by matching its occupied volume to that of the carbon samples (ρAl = 2.7 g/ 
mL).  Any deviation from zero was added or subtracted from the raw data as a blank 
correction. 
 
3.2.2 Experimental Procedure 
The general procedure for any material began with weighing approximately 150-
200 mg of the material and transferring it into the tared sample cell.  The tared sample 
cell included the weight of the spacer rod and VCR® filter disk.  This facilitated 
measurement of the post-degas sample weight at the end of the run.  The filled sample 
cell was connected to the apparatus and helium was charged to the entire volume to 
perform a coarse pressure decay leak test.  After ensuring that there was no downward 
trend in the pressure response over several hours, the fitting was assumed to be leak-free.  
Helium was vented and the sample cell was evacuated to at least 7 x 10-3 mbar before 
beginning the temperature program. 
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The temperature program was sample dependent.  For AX-21, a ramp of 2 K/min 
to 473 K was followed by a 12 h soak.  For carbon-based materials exhibiting spillover or 
materials pre-reduced in flowing hydrogen, the ramp was typically 1 K/min to 623 K 
followed by a 12 h soak to completely degas residual hydrogen.  After heating under 
vacuum, the sample was not contacted with helium again until after the hydrogen 
adsorption measurements to prevent interference of residual helium. The post-degas 
sample weight was estimated from ex-situ experiments and the preliminary free space for 
the run was calculated by subtracting the sample volume from the empty system volume.  
These estimates were later verified or updated with a direct free space measurement and 
final sample weight at the conclusion of the run.   
Collection of hydrogen adsorption data commenced after the sample was fully 
equilibrated with room temperature.  The vacuum transmitter response was set to zero 
and the initial temperature of the apparatus was recorded for several minutes.  The 
sample cell was isolated in vacuum from the reference volume.  The reference volume 
was charged with hydrogen to the pressure desired for the first adsorption step.  The 
pressure and temperature responses (TC1 and TC2) typically took about 15 to 30 min to 
stabilize, depending on the step size.  To ensure complete equilibrium, a full 60 min was 
allowed to elapse before proceeding to the adsorption step.  At that time, the isolation 
valve between the reference volume and sample cell was opened and the adsorption event 
proceeded.  Adsorption was deemed complete when the pressure response demonstrated 
stability to within 2 kPa.  This typically occurred within 20 min for physisorption and on 
the order of 60 min for adsorbents demonstrating spillover.  Upon reaching adsorption 
equilibrium, the isolation valve was closed and a pressure rise was observed in the 
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reference volume.  This is due to squeezing of the bellows upon closing the valve.  The 
new pressure was recorded and used to close the material balance.  This sequence was 
repeated for all adsorption steps.  The procedure for desorption was similar, however, the 
reference volume was vented and evacuated prior to each desorption step.  If an external 
leak was suspected at any time when the apparatus was charged with hydrogen, a 
hydrogen/hydrocarbon leak detector (SRI Instruments, Model 8690) was available to 
‘sniff’ the fittings or bellows.  In practice, this type of leak has not been observed after 
following manufacturer guidelines for fitting assembly. 
The final step of the analysis procedure was to confirm the estimated free space 
and final sample weight.  Upon completion of the desorption branch of the isotherm, the 
sample was evacuated at room temperature for at least 2 h until the pressure was stable at 
2.7 x 10-3 mbar.  The reference volume was isolated from the sample cell in vacuum and 
it charged to approximately 0.3 MPa with helium.  After the pressure stabilized, the 
sample was exposed to helium to measure free space.  The final pressure was typically 
0.1 MPa.  Using a pressure near atmospheric was important so that the data could be 
corrected for helium adsorption by simply using Henry’s law (vide infra).  Lastly, the 
sample cell was disconnected, under positive helium pressure (0.12 MPa) to prevent air 
and moisture intrusion, and weighed immediately to determine the actual post-degas 
mass. This slight pressure ensured that any flow of gas would initially be helium exiting 
the tube rather than air intruding into the evacuated space.  Transport of air to the sample 
was then by diffusion, which is sufficiently slow relative to the short time required to 
transfer and weigh the sample and tube together on a nearby balance (less than 1 min).  
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By following this procedure, adsorption of air at room temperature accounted for less 
than 0.5 mg uncertainty in the sample mass. 
 
3.2.3 Data Analysis Method 
Raw data generated during an adsorption and desorption isotherm measurement 
consisted of pressure and temperature histories of the apparatus for each step. The 
equilibrium pressure and temperatures were used to calculate the moles of hydrogen 
present in each step of the process.  In general, there were three calculations to compute 
the mole balance – and hence adsorbed amount – for a particular pressure step.  These 
calculations were repeated to measure the entire adsorption and desorption isotherm.  The 






where T1 is an average of the readings for TC1 and TC2 and Z1 is computed from P1 and 
T1.  The moles of hydrogen in the gas phase after exposure to the adsorbent and 
equilibrium was reached were computed from 
  
n2 =
P2 Vref +Vsam( )
Z2RT2
 (3.2) 
where T2 is an average of the readings for TC1 through TC4 and Z2 is computed from P2 
and T2.  The moles of hydrogen present in the reference volume after isolation from the 








The number of moles of hydrogen present in the gas phase after sample cell isolation 
could thus be determined from subtraction (n2 – n3).  The amount of adsorbed hydrogen 
was computed from the direct difference of the moles charged to the reference volume 






P2 Vref +Vsam( )
Z2RT2
 (3.4) 
The adsorption amount could be computed on a volumetric or weight basis (Qads) with the 
appropriate manipulation and conversion(s). 
The volumetric data was corrected for non-ideality of the gas phase by using the 
second (B') and third (C') virial coefficients to calculate a compressibility factor at the 
measured pressure and temperature. 
  
Z P,T( ) = 1+ ′ B T( ) P
RT





′ B T( ) = B T( ) (3.6) 
  




For temperatures above 100 K, the second and third virial coefficients have been 
correlated by the following functions, respectively3.44 
  
B T( ) = bix12i−1( ) 4
i=1
4
∑  (3.8) 
  
C T( ) =1310.5x21 2 1+ 2.1486x23[ ] 1− exp 1- x2-3( )[ ] (3.9) 
where the bi constants are b1 = 42.464, b2 = -37.1172, b3 = -2.2982, b4 = -3.0484, and the 
xi functions are x1 = 109.781 K / T and x2 = 20.615 K / T. 
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For kinetic response, the fraction complete was calculated as a function of time by the 
following relationship 
  
F t( ) = M t( )
M∞
=
ng,initial − ng t( )
ng,initial − ng,eq
 (3.10) 
where the moles of hydrogen are all in the gas phase, ng, initial represents the initial gas 
phase moles, and ng, eq represents the gas phase moles at equilibrium. 
 
3.2.4 Heuristic to Correct for Helium Adsorption 
The traditional practice to determine dead or free space in volumetric adsorption 
measurement has been to use a non-adsorbing species that sufficiently penetrates the 
pores of the solid under study.  Helium is most often the ideal candidate gas for this 
purpose as it has the smallest molecular diameter (second only to hydrogen) such that it 
penetrates into nearly all pores of the solid and it does not have a high affinity for solid 
surfaces.  At room temperature, this is not universally true for certain materials, most 
notably coals,3.45 activated carbons3.6,3.46 and microporous adsorbents.3.7,3.8,3.47,3.48 This 
does not preclude helium from being used as a dead space probe for these materials, 
rather, care must be taken to account for this adsorption, particularly when sample 
amounts and system volumes are small.   Sircar has published a model to describe helium 
adsorption at various temperatures and atmospheric pressure in terms of a simple Henry’s 
law constant.3.49 Since the measurement of free space occurs at 298 K, the values for the 
Henry’s law constant at this temperature (KHe,298) were computed using the formula 
  








⎟ exp −λ 1− T* T( )[ ]  (3.11) 
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with T = 298 K. In this formula, T* is the temperature at which helium adsorption is 
assumed negligible for the first iteration of the calculation, later being corrected for actual 
adsorption at T* and λ is defined as 
  
λ = ΔHads, He RT  (3.12) 
Data was drawn from Sircar’s work or references cited therein.  These values were 
compared to the BET surface area of each material.  A plot of the data is shown in Figure 
3.3, along with the heat of adsorption of helium at 298 K (ΔHads, He) for each material.  As 
one can see, there is a linear relationship between the amount of helium adsorbed and the 
BET surface area for microporous materials. Helium possesses no permanent dipole 
moment or quadrupole moment.3.50 Therefore, the adsorbate-adsorbent interaction is 
dominated by the nonspecific contributions of dispersion and close-range repulsion 
energy.3.51 As a result, despite the charged surface of the zeolites, the heat of adsorption 
remaining relatively independent of sorbent type (here zeolites and active carbons) is not 
unexpected for merely loading a proportionally larger surface. Based on the observed 
relationship, it is reasonable to interpolate KHe,298 for materials with BET surface area 
between 500 and 2000 m2/g. In the absence of data specific to an adsorbent, it also seems 
valid to extrapolate the existing trend to larger surface area materials, such as AX-21 and 
molecular sieve Templated Carbon.  In this way Henry’s law constants have been 
computed to correct for helium adsorption for all microporous and Nanoporous materials 





Figure 3.3 Henry’s Law Constant and Heat of Adsorption for Helium 
 
 
Table 3.2 Henry's Law Constants for Nanostructured Adsorbents at 298 K 
Material KHe,298 x 105, mmol/(g-kPa) 
GNF 4.7 
Molecular Sieve 5A 5.3 
SWNT 6.5 
AX-21 12.8 
Templated Carbon 14.8 
 
The data of Haas et al.3.19 for helium adsorption on SWNTs forms the basis of a 
useful comparison to the prediction of the Henry’s law constant with the newly 
developed heuristic for such nanostructures.  The isotherm at room temperature presented 
by these authors remains linear over the entire pressure range studied (up to 9 MPa). 
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Although the exact BET SA is not stated for their helium study, their SWNTs range was 
670 to 1090 m2/g. The extended Sircar model predicts KHe,298 from 5.5 x 10-5 to 7.1 x 10-5 
mmol/(g-kPa) over this range. Estimating a Henry’s law constant from the data, one 
obtains 7.3 x 10-5 mmol/(g-kPa). 
 
3.2.5 Error Propagation for Adsorbed Amount 
There are several sources of uncertainty that enter into the calculation of adsorbed 
amount of hydrogen. The uncertainties in pressure, temperature, system volume, and 
sample mass are quantified directly.  Values are provided in Table 3.3.   
 
Table 3.3 Uncertainty in Measured Variables for Adsorption Apparatus 
Parameter Uncertainty 
Pressure 14 kPa (2 psi) 
Temperature 0.25 K 
Volume 0.1 mL 
Sample Weight 5 mg 
 
Uncertainty in the compressibility factor is propagated based on the stated 5% 





P2Δ ′ B 
2 + P4Δ ′ C 
2 + ′ B + 2 ′ C P( )2ΔP2 +





















where δZ indicates the propagated uncertainty in the compressibility and ∆ reflects the 
uncertainty in the subscripted variable.  The value varied according to the pressure and 
temperature of the adsorption step; however, it was generally in the range of 1 x 10-4 to 2 
x 10-3. 
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Uncertainty in the number of moles adsorbed for a given pressure step was 




































Finally, the uncertainty in the adsorbed amount was calculated from that propagated 



































This treatment resulted in an average uncertainty of 25% in the adsorbed amount over the 
entire adsorption isotherm. 
 
3.3 Validation of Apparatus and Method 
3.3.1 Standard Materials 
In order to test the accuracy of the measurement and analytical techniques, AX-21 
was selected as a standard compound since its hydrogen capacity at room temperature is 
readily available in the literature and quite reproducible.3.35,3.52-3.55 An adsorption and 
desorption isotherm is presented for the alloy LaNi5, (Cerac, Inc., 99.5%, -100 mesh) a 
metal hydride with a reproducible and well documented storage capacity.  However, as 
Blach and Gray discuss, it is not suitable to rely solely on metal hydride reproducibility to 
justify the accuracy of the instrument of ‘light atom’ or low density materials.3.41 
Realizing this, high pressure hydrogen adsorption and desorption has been measured at 
ambient temperature for graphite powder (Asbury Carbons) and 5A zeolite (Grace 
Davison, 8-12 mesh) to test the range of the instrument.  Results are presented for several 
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nanostructured carbons, namely single-walled nanotubes (SWNT) and graphite 
nanofibers (GNF), to further illustrate the applicability of the technique. 
Interest in titanium and its alloys has grown as Ti-6Al-4V has been implicated in 
the increased capacity of carbon-based adsorbents via the spillover mechanism, notably 
SWNTs that have undergone sonication to cut the tubes,3.56 and titanium has improved 
the kinetic cycling of metal hydrides when co-doped with various carbon forms.3.57 
Although detailed measurements were not performed on Ti-6Al-4V alloy powder, a 
material whose capacity is somewhat debated, hydrogen uptake by this material without 
rigorous pretreatment has been measured and the result at room temperature and 
atmospheric pressure (3.0 wt%) is bounded by several recent results in the 
literature.3.59,3.60 
 
3.3.2 Results of Validation Study 
The hydrogen adsorption isotherm at 298 K for AX-21 was measured for three 
different ascending pressure intervals when charging the reference volume: 2 MPa, 4 
MPa, and 6 MPa.  The intervals were selected based on the maximum allowable working 
pressure of the apparatus, 12.5 MPa, and accounted for the fact that equal pressure 
intervals were desired for collection of data up to 10 MPa.  This generated reproducibility 
data and proved that transient effects, such as diurnal temperature changes and the Joule-
Thomson effect coupled with gas mixing during depressurization of the reference 
volume, did not alter the final equilibrium adsorption amount.  Desorption was conducted 
with variable steps, however, the intervals were further limited because of the ratio 
between the sample cell and reference volumes.  The results of this series of experiments 
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are shown in Figure 3.4.  As is common practice, open and closed markers represent 
adsorption and desorption, respectively. As the figure indicates, regardless of the pressure 
step size, the equilibrium amount is in agreement with the literature value for AX-21.  
Data for a similar microporous carbon, GX-31 (BET SA ~ 2500 m2/g, PV = 1.2 mL 
(STP)/g), measured using a differential pressure method3.19 are included for comparison 
of the two measurement techniques. The data demonstrate that the equilibrium amount is 
independent of the charging pressure.  The adsorption kinetics may show pressure 
(concentration) dependence, particularly for the spillover mechanism as will be discussed 





Figure 3.4 AX-21 Repeatability for Variable Pressure Steps 
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The isotherm result for AX-21 measured using the high pressure system was 
compared to measurements taken below 0.1 MPa using a Micromeritics® ASAP 2010 
instrument. Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of this data and the first generated with the 
high-pressure apparatus.  Extrapolating the linear behavior of the isotherm collected 
below 0.1 MPa pressure to the lower range of the high-pressure system, good agreement 
is observed between the data at 298 K for AX-21 given the error limits of both 
instruments.  The isotherms agree to within 0.0017 wt%, which is well within the error 
limits of the Micromeritics® ASAP 2010.  The solid line represents a fit to literature 
data.3.52,3.53 Low pressure results deviate slightly from this fit while the first and 





Figure 3.5 Agreement Between High Pressure and Low Pressure Measurements 
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The accuracy of the high-pressure apparatus is demonstrated by measurement of 
hydrogen isotherms for materials that have well documented capacity in the literature. 
Some properties and ambient temperature capacities of these materials are presented in 
Table 3.4, along with the measured capacities of this study at the specified pressure. The 
adsorption and desorption isotherms are presented for measurements of selected materials 
to demonstrate accuracy and reproducibility with respect to those reported in the 
literature. 
 
Table 3.4 Materials Studied to Demonstrate Instrument Accuracy 





mL(STP)/g Measured Literature 
Graphite Powder 3 0 0.037 (a) 0.04 (a)3.64 
   0.042  
GNF 330 0.26 0.24 0.253.69 
SWNT 820 0.44 0.40 0.423.19 
AX-21 Carbon 2800 1.2 0.64 0.663.53,3.54 
Templated Carbon 3400 1.5 0.79  
5A Zeolite 450 0.21 0.128 (b) 0.142 (b)3.65,3.66 
   0.21  
LaNi5 - - 1.44 (c) 1.4 (c)3.60,3.61 
All data reported at 298 K and 10 MPa, except: (a) 6 MPa, (b) 5 MPa, (c) 0.6 MPa 
 
 Lanthanum nickel (LaNi5) alloy has become a standard material to demonstrate 
measurement accuracy for hydrogen storage.  It is relatively easy to activate and has a 
well-defined capacity at room temperature and near ambient pressure.  The hysteresis 
loop provides opportunity to demonstrate the reproducibility of absorption and 
desorption.  Hydrogen absorption and desorption was measured for LaNi5 at room 
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temperature and results are presented in Figure 3.6.  The results compare favorably with 





Figure 3.6 Hydrogen Absorption by LaNi5 Using the High Pressure System 
 
In order to evaluate the low range accuracy of the high-pressure apparatus for a 
light density material, the hydrogen isotherms on graphite powder and 5A zeolite were 
measured at room temperature.  The high-pressure isotherm of hydrogen on graphite is 
shown in Figure 3.7. As expected, the adsorption capacity is rather low, reaching a 
maximum of 0.04 wt% over the pressure range studied. Several authors have reported on 
chemisorbed hydrogen on graphite, however, these studies do not report reversible 
capacity.3.62,3.63 Data from this work does agree well with Kajiura et al. who report a 
single data point of just under 0.05 wt% at 6 MPa for powdered graphite at room 
temperature.3.64  Figure 3.8 shows the room temperature hydrogen isotherm on 5A 
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zeolite.  The isotherm is compared with the data of Chen et al. to 5 MPa.3.65 The inset 
shows low range data to 2 MPa compared with that of Nam et al.3.66 In both cases, 





Figure 3.7 Hydrogen Adsorption on Graphite Powder 
 
 
The hydrogen capacity for several nanostructured carbons has also been measured 
reliably with the high-pressure volumetric system.  One such material was SWNTs 
synthesized as in Chapter 2.3.67 The material contained < 1% ash by ASTM D 2866.3.68 
The high-pressure isotherm at 298 K is shown in Figure 3.9.  The hydrogen capacity at 10 
MPa is approximately 0.4 wt%, which is in good agreement with SWNT materials of 
comparable BET SA measured by Haas et al.3.19 The capacity of graphite nanofibers 
(GNF) synthesized as outlined in Chapter 2 is shown in Table 3.4 and shows good 










Figure 3.9 Hydrogen Adsorption on SWNTs 
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3.3.3 Helium Adsorption Correction to Free Space Measurement 
The AX-21 data presented for reproducibility of isotherm measurements was 
corrected for helium adsorption during free space determination.  The method outlined in 
the experimental section was used to calculate the Henry’s law constant at 298 K and 
atmospheric pressure.  The free space was measured at atmospheric pressure so that this 
constant could be applied directly without requiring pressure extrapolation and potential 
error due to any curvature of the helium isotherm. The helium adsorption data of 
Malbrunot et al. demonstrate marked curvature for zeolites measured above 10 MPa.3.47 
The skeletal density of AX-21 measured with helium adsorption subtracted is 1.7 g/mL.  
This agrees well with literature data for various activated carbons.3.6,3.45 If helium 
adsorption is not subtracted from the free space measurement, the skeletal density is 
overestimated as 2.8 g/mL.  Hydrogen isotherms on AX-21 were simulated for the case 
where this helium adsorption is not taken into account to demonstrate the affect on the 
data.  The result is presented in Figure 3.10.  As the figure shows, when helium 
adsorption is not accounted for in the free space measurement at room temperature, the 
adsorption amount is underpredicted by 25-30%. A similar result was noted by Haas et 
al.3.19 when measuring hydrogen adsorption on SWNTs. 
 
3.3.4 Effect of Manifold Temperature Variation 
The mole balance used to calculate the adsorbed amount requires a measurement 
of the gas temperature.  Ideally, this temperature would be measured internally in the gas 
space; however, this is challenging to accomplish in practice. Some instruments have 
used a temperature-controlled box for maintaining the manifold temperature uniform over 
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the course of an experiment.3.70 In the present case, the temperature of the instrument is 
measured at four external locations and averaged appropriately according to the volume 
under consideration.  The temperature of the instrument is allowed to ‘float’ with the 
diurnal temperature change in the room.  This variance is often only a few degrees Kelvin 
during the experiment duration.  Although small, it has an effect on the measured 






Figure 3.10 Helium Adsorption Influence on Isotherm Accuracy 
 
An example of the temperature effect on the pressure measurement is shown in 
Figure 3.11.  This figure tracks the pressure and temperature response of the apparatus 
and the sample cell over a 10 h period with the sample statically exposed to hydrogen.  
The valve was opened at the approximately 1.5 h mark, exposing the sample.  The two 
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temperature traces indicate that the temperature fluctuations of the overall apparatus are 
dominated by the sample cell variance and the pressure tracks closely to the temperature.  
The fluctuations normally would cause difficulty in equilibrium determination; however, 
this is not the case if the moles of hydrogen present in the gas phase are computed point-
wise from the data in Figure 3.11.  As the results presented in Table 3.5 indicate, the 
fluctuations induce less than 1% deviation from the average adsorbed amount when 
moles are computed from each discrete data point.  Thus, this criterion is acceptable for 





















Deviation from Avg 
% 
1.95 9.153 296.73 3.458 0.692 +0.49 
2.93 9.175 297.38 3.417 0.683 - 0.69 
3.46 9.168 297.18 3.443 0.689 +0.07 
5.18 9.176 297.48 3.466 0.693 +0.74 
5.55 9.179 297.50 3.410 0.682 - 0.89 
7.18 9.170 297.25 3.454 0.691 +0.38 
10.0 9.164 297.03 3.433 0.687 - 0.22 
Average 9.169 297.22 3.441 0.688  
Note: Valve opened at 1.46 h (i.e. first data point is 1.95 – 1.46 = 0.49 h into adsorption event) 
 
3.3.5 Calculation of Diffusion Time Constant from Kinetic Data 
 The rate of adsorption for hydrogen on AX-21 was determined by calculating the 
diffusion time constant (Dp,e/Rp2) for arbitrary particle diameter. Here, the subscripts 
identify the parameters as the effective pore diffusivity and the particle radius, 
respectively. The particle shape was taken as spherical and although it is recognized that 
this is an approximation, it permits the use of simplified diffusion equations. 
The solution starts by assuming that diffusion follows Fick’s law. Fick’s second 
law characterizes the diffusion process and assuming a constant diffusion coefficient can 
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The conversion simplifies the boundary and initial conditions greatly as now 
  
u 0, t( ) = 0 (3.18) 
  
u Rp, t( ) = RpCo  (3.19) 
  
u r, 0( ) = r f r( )  (3.20) 
If the adsorbent is initially free of adsorbate, f(r) = 0. For a loaded adsorbent at 
equilibrium, f(r) = Ceq. An analytical solution exists for this problem. The fraction 
complete, or total amount of hydrogen adsorbed at any time relative to the equilibrium 
amount for a given step, is given for a spherical particle by3.71 
  



















∑  (3.21) 
where t is measured starting from the beginning of the adsorption step. Although this 
equation contains a summation, it was observed that only 20 terms were required to 
converge a solution for the analyses. This form allows the model to be fit over the entire 
duration of the adsorption step, compared to the truncated form valid for only short times 
or limited adsorption amounts.3.72 This is important because the system establishes gas 
phase equilibrium in the initial stages of the exposure step due to mixing and the Joule-
Thomson effect, which can induce a 1-2 K temperature fluctuation depending on the size 
of the pressure step taken. 
A comparison of the model and the data are provided in Figure 3.12. The data 
reflect adsorption at different pressures for equal steps in adsorbed amount (0.6 mmol/g) 
along the isotherm. Maintenance of this step size allows direct comparison of the 
diffusion time constants for pressure (or concentration) dependence. The diffusion time 
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constant was adjusted to fit the data near equilibrium. As the figure shows, adsorption is 
complete in less than 10 min for all conditions and the rate shows little concentration 
dependence. The figure inset shows the trend in values of the diffusion time constant 





Figure 3.12 Kinetics of Hydrogen Adsorption on AX-21 
 











Literature data are limited for hydrogen kinetics on carbon-based adsorbents, 
especially at room temperature. Kojima and Suzuki3.73 report kinetic data for hydrogen 
adsorption at 296 K on material similar to AX-21. The adsorption step is complete in less 
than 10 min, however, the data are only reported for one step at 5.3 MPa. Zhao et al. 
observe hydrogen adsorption occurring over 1.5 h on carbon molecular sieve (CMS) at 77 
K and 1 kPa.3.74 Bansal and Goyal reported room temperature adsorption kinetics similar 
to the hydrogen data collected in this study for O2, N2, and several hydrocarbons on 
CMS.3.75 Kinetic data, and in particular, diffusion time constants, for other gases on 
carbon-based adsorbents are more readily available. Walker reports D/R2 values in the 
range of 1 x 10-5 to 2.5 x 10-4 s-1 for gases such as Ar, CO, CO2, N2, and O2 on CMS.3.76 
Bae and Lee measured the pressure dependence of D/R2, reporting values for methane 
ranging from 10-6 to 10-5 s-1 over the pressure range from 0.1 to 1.6 MPa.3.77 In general, 
data for hydrogen adsorption on AX-21 generated with the high pressure apparatus are 
consistent with literature reports and demonstrate more rapid kinetics relative to most 




This work has demonstrated the accuracy, reproducibility, and stability of a high-
pressure volumetric apparatus and the data reduction technique for measuring hydrogen 
capacity of adsorbents. The apparatus was designed to measure adsorption and desorption 
for microporous and nanoporous adsorbents at room temperature and up to 10 MPa 
pressure. 
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The techniques used for measurement and calculation can be applied to determine 
the equilibrium capacity of adsorbents demonstrating purely physisorption and those 
exhibiting the hydrogen spillover phenomenon. Reduction of pressure and temperature 
histories for the instrument can provide kinetic data. In a subsequent chapter, this data is 
used to calculate the diffusion time constant for spillover of hydrogen. 
Results with several materials that demonstrate well documented literature 
capacities compare favorably with recently developed differential pressure techniques.3.78 
Thus, the apparatus and method provides a simple alternative to such systems when 
considering fabrication and material costs. 
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Hydrogen Adsorption Properties of Carbon-Based Materials 
 
4.1 Parameters Obtained from Volumetric Adsorption Measurement 
4.1.1 Adsorbed Amount 
 The amount adsorbed as a function of pressure for a constant temperature is an 
adsorption isotherm. This is the most practical way to represent the data for hydrogen 
storage applications, since on-board storage will be operated at relatively constant 
ambient conditions.4.1 Overall, ambient conditions are expected to vary in a relatively 
narrow window (from an adsorption standpoint) of 50 K (from 273 to 323 K). These 
conditions are easy to simulate in laboratory experiments with ice water, room 
temperature, or heated recirculation baths. Waste heat from the vehicle power plant may 
be available to desorb hydrogen, however, the adsorbent must perform adequately under 
conditions such as startup or high flow demands where additional energy may not be 
available or sufficient for desorption. Therefore, full reversibility at constant temperature 
is desirable. 
 The most common isotherm for adsorbents is represented by the well-known 












where Qads,m is the adsorption monolayer amount and b is a constant that is dependent on 
temperature. The assumptions of this isotherm are well documented, including one 
molecule per adsorption site, energetically uniform sites, and no interaction between 
neighboring adsorbed species.4.3 At low pressure and coverage, the isotherm reduces to a 
Henry’s Law linear form (
  
Qads =Qads,mbP ). For adsorbents that rely solely on 
physisorption, hydrogen coverage on the surface is quite low at ambient conditions 
(generally 1 to 2% of the saturation coverage) because the conditions are very far from 
liquid pore filling estimated from the Gurvitsch rule.4.4 Many of the hydrogen isotherms 
on such materials are linear or display gentle curvature that is captured by the Langmuir 
isotherm.4.5-4.12 
Langmuir extended the isotherm to systems where a species dissociates upon 
adsorption. In this case, two sites are occupied for each molecule that is adsorbed and the 











where b´ is the Langmuir constant for dissociative adsorption. An isotherm of this 
functionality is expected – in part – to capture the spillover mechanism, which relies on 
the dissociation of hydrogen molecules. This led Yang et al. to recently develop a 
theoretical spillover isotherm based upon radial diffusion away from sources to receptors 




1+ k2 P − ′ K k1 P
 (4.3) 
where the K parameters represent equilibrium constants for hydrogen concentration 
distribution on the source and receptor and kn are constants in the dissociative Langmuir 
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equation for adsorption on platinum. At low pressure, the isotherm again reduces to 
Henry’s law behavior. At high pressure, the equation predicts a constant saturation limit. 
Isotherm predictions capture the linearity of data over a wider pressure range that was 
observed for bridged composite materials, including those with metal organic framework 
(MOF) and nanostructured carbon receptors. 
 
4.1.2 Isosteric Heat of Adsorption 
 The isosteric heat of adsorption (-ΔHads) is a measure of the strength of interaction 
of a species with a surface. The phenomenon of adsorption is exothermic and therefore 
the enthalpy of adsorption is a negative number. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation relates 
the enthalpy of adsorption to physically measurable properties, namely pressure and 
















where P is the equilibrium pressure attained for a fixed adsorption amount (Qads) at a 
given temperature. The isosteric heat of adsorption can be easily calculated from a 




T2 − T1( )
lnP2 − lnP1( )Qads  (4.5) 
If isotherms at three or more temperatures are available, the relationship takes a different 





+ constant  (4.6) 
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The calculation proceeds by obtaining equilibrium pressures at variable temperature for a 
common adsorption amount. A plot of the pressure variable (ln P) versus reciprocal 
temperature (1/T) should be nearly linear with a slope (-ΔHads/R). 
 In this manner, the isosteric heat of adsorption can be obtained for a range of 
equilibrium points on the isotherm. The behavior as a function of adsorbed amount, 
which is taken as a measure of surface coverage, generally shows a decreasing trend due 
to increased adsorbate-adsorbate interactions with the adsorption of more species. 
 The isosteric heat of adsorption for physisorption of hydrogen molecules on most 
common adsorbents with capacity less than 0.6 wt% at 10 MPa is near - 8 kJ/mol.  This is 
the lower boundary for the parameter when searching for novel hydrogen adsorbents. The 
upper limit is set by the conditions for reversibility of the material. High interaction 
energy comes with a price, substantial energy input to recover adsorbed hydrogen, as was 
documented in Chapter 1. Hydride formation and chemisorption of hydrogen to transition 
metals yields interaction enthalpies from - 40 kJ/mol to - 120 kJ/mol.4.15-4.19  It is 
desirable for a combination of improved capacity and reversibility at moderate 
conditions, therefore, to create adsorbents with isosteric heats of adsorption that meet the 
following rough criterion 
  
8 kJ /mol < −ΔHads( ) < 40 kJ /mol (4.7) 
 
4.1.3 Diffusion Time Constant 
 Kinetic response of adsorbents is important for applications. A high capacity 
material is unusable if the adsorbate species cannot be released at the rate suitable for 
application. An example of this is many metal hydrides, which often approach the 6 wt% 
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target capacity but do not release hydrogen at a rate suitable for use by a fuel cell at 
normal operating conditions. 
 Adsorption kinetics can be measured using volumetric techniques to capture the 
time response of an adsorbent to a step increase or decrease in pressure. The method was 
outlined in Chapter 3. The closed form solution of the diffusion equation is valid if the 
relative film resistance at the surface is small compared to diffusion resistance in the 
particle, as it is for most gas phase applications (Biot Number, Bi ~ 10 to 100).4.20 The 
fractional uptake as a function of time, F(t), is once again shown for clarity, 
  

















∑  (4.8) 
where Dp,e is the effective diffusion coefficient and Rp is the particle radius. The model is 
frequently used to compare relative kinetics of adsorption and desorption 
processes.4.21,4.22 
 The spillover phenomenon occurs as atoms hop along the surface due to a 
concentration gradient.4.13,4.23,4.24 This type of surface diffusion process is best 
represented by a two-dimensional, radial coordinate system. Figure 4.1 depicts the 
situation for a secondary spillover source and receptor system. With the techniques 
outlined in Chapter 2, bridges are formed between the support material of the source (PR 
= primary receptor) and the secondary receptor. 
There is no simple analytical solution for the boundary condition of a step 
increase in concentration at the center of the geometry; however, one exists for a step 
increase at the outer boundary. Yang et al. describe the inaccuracies in the diffusion time 
constant caused by implementing this solution.4.13 The values calculated from 
experimental data are predicted lower than the actual values for adsorption as the surface 
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is assumed to load in the opposite direction. Concentration and temperature behavior is 





Figure 4.1 Schematic of Spillover Geometry 
 
 
















⎟  (4.9) 
This equation may be solved by the method of separation of variables. Defining as a 
solution 
  
C = u r( )exp −α2τ( ) (4.10) 
assuming a constant surface diffusion coefficient (Ds,e) with dimensionless time, τ = 








+ α2u = 0 (4.11) 
For constant concentration at the outer boundary of spillover, r = Rs and with a constant 
initial concentration on the surface, C(r,0) = Ci, the solution is 
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  















∑  (4.12) 
with αn values equal to the positive roots of the Bessel function of the first kind, order 
zero (Jo(αn) = 0). Note that the diffusion time constant appears in this relationship as a 
result of substituting the relationship for dimensionless time. The advantage of this 
solution is that it is valid over the entire adsorption event, compared to the short time 
solution employed previously.4.13 This enables asymptotic behavior of the data at 
equilibrium to be adequately captured when calculating the diffusion time constant. 
 
4.2 Results for Receptors 
Hydrogen adsorption isotherms for carbon-based materials used as receptors are 
presented in this section. Adsorption isotherms are measured for a minimum of two 
temperatures and in some cases three (77K, 273 K, 298 K, or 323 K) up to 100 kPa to 
determine isosteric heat of adsorption. Low pressure results (up to 100 kPa) were 
measured using a Micromeritics® ASAP 2010 instrument and high pressure results were 
generated using the custom high pressure volumetric apparatus as outlined in Chapter 3. 
In addition to the reduction treatments outlined in Chapter 2, all materials were degassed 
in situ to 1 x 10-3 mbar at 623 K for 8 h prior to isotherm measurements. High-pressure 
isotherms up to 10 MPa and at 298 K are reported for AX-21 and SWNT in Chapter 3.4.25 
High-pressure isotherms for GNF and TC are reported in this section. Isotherms are 
reported in Figure 4.2 through Figure 4.8 and results are summarized in Table 4.1 
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Table 4.1 Hydrogen Adsorption Characteristics of Receptors 









b x 105 
1/kPa 
GNF 305.6 0.32 8.0 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 0.5 2.1 ± 0.3 15 ± 3 
SWNT 803.7 0.35 7.5 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.3 3.9 ± 0.4 11 ± 2 
SGC 1970 1.2 8.3 ± 0.1 4.2 ± 0.3 - - 
AX-21 2933 1.1 7.1 ± 0.2 5.2 ± 0.2 9.1 ± 0.4 5.4 ± 0.3 











































 As the data shows, the hydrogen adsorption capacity of a nanostructured receptor 
increases with BET SA and TPV. The enthalpy of adsorption is in the narrow range 
between – 6.9 to – 8.4 kJ/mol. All receptors exhibit full reversibility at the conditions 
studied here, as one would expect for physisorption of hydrogen molecules. The results 
compare favorably with many reported results of hydrogen adsorption on active carbon 
materials.4.26-4.29 All nanostructured materials agree with Langmuir isotherm theory and 
the parameters Qm and b are shown in Table 4.1. The general trend of the Langmuir 











4.3 Results for Primary Spillover Adsorbents 
 The adsorbents prepared to study primary spillover were evaluated for hydrogen 
storage capacity using high pressure and low pressure volumetric techniques. 
Instrumentation and in situ preparation conditions were identical to those outlined for 
receptors in the previous section. 
 Exceptional hydrogen adsorption capacity has been reported and debated for 
GNFs.4.30,4.31 This material was studied first to screen its suitability as a spillover 
receptor. Results for 5 wt% Pt/GNF are shown in Figure 4.9. The dotted line reflects the 
Langmuir fit of the results for the GNF receptor, as presented earlier. As the data shows, 
there is an increase in the adsorption capacity for the composite material. The increase in 
capacity cannot be explained by uptake on platinum alone, as the metal has a low surface 
area (37 m2/g) and if ideally was atomically dispersed on the surface would adsorb 0.25 
mmol/g (0.05 wt%). The actual dispersion is lower, so the additional capacity must be 
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due to spillover of hydrogen atoms from platinum to GNF. Although enhancement has 
been demonstrated and the capacity has nearly been doubled at 10 MPa and 298 K, the 
adsorbent would not be suitable for on-board applications due to its low capacity even 





Figure 4.9 H2 Adsorption Capacity for 6 wt% Pt/GNF at 298 K to 10 MPa 
 
 
 Sol-gel derived mesoporous carbons doped with transition metals have shown 
increased catalytic activity; however, no report has been provided on hydrogen 
capacity.4.32  The synthesis procedure for these types of materials allows a metal salt to be 
added during carbonization, as outlined in Chapter 2. One-step synthesis simplifies 
manufacturing processes and may enhance the source-receptor contact that is critical to 
the spillover phenomenon. The applicability of the materials as hydrogen spillover 
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adsorbents was evaluated for two sources: palladium and nickel. Nickel was investigated 
to determine if a more cost-effective metal could be used as a source for atomic hydrogen 





Figure 4.10 H2 Adsorption Capacity for 5 wt% Pd/SGC at 298 K Below 100 kPa 
 
 
The results for 5 wt% Pd/SGC are presented in Figure 4.10. There is a clear 
capacity enhancement over plain SGC. Since palladium forms a stable hydride, this 
amount must be considered when evaluating the effectiveness of spillover. The hydride 
amount for 5 wt% Pd/SGC for a stoichiometry of PdH0.6 is 0.14 mmol/g (3.16 
mL(STP)/g) at 2.4 kPa. The uptake for the material is much less than the hydride at 2.4 
kPa (~ 0.03 mmol/g), indicating that not all of the palladium is accessible to hydrogen. 
Over 70% of the metal particles are encapsulated in carbon. The capacity increase is 
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mostly due to hydride formation, not spillover. The material was oxidized in flowing air 
(100 mL(STP)/min) at 573 K for 4 h in an attempt to expose additional palladium by 
gasifying carbon. The conditions are relatively mild in order to maintain the porous 
structure of the carbon.4.33 As Figure 4.10 indicates, oxidation treatment appears to 
liberate a small fraction of palladium particles from carbon as the hydrogen capacity 
increases slightly. Oxygen functional groups deposited on the surface could also 
contribute to the capacity increase, albeit small.4.34 However, comparing the result with 
the 5 wt% PdC commercial catalyst dispersion analysis in Chapter 2, the adsorbed 
amount is much less relative to a material derived from solution impregnation methods. 
The 5 wt% Ni/SGC material was oxidized with a similar treatment prior to 
hydrogen capacity measurement. The results are presented in Figure 4.11. Nickel does 
not form a hydride in the absence of magnesium; therefore, any capacity enhancement 
observed for 5 wt% Ni/SGC is attributable to spillover. The material does not exhibit net 
enhanced capacity due to spillover. It is interesting to note that the hydrogen adsorption 
amount remains identical to a plain SGC sample despite a 20% reduction in surface area 
and porosity, a behavior that could be due to a small fraction of spillover. 
The hydrogen spillover and adsorption capacity for a well-dispersed source on a 
high surface area, nanoporous receptor was evaluated with 6 wt% Pt/AX-21 material. The 
results are shown in Figure 4.12. As the results indicate, there is significant enhancement 
to the capacity of AX-21 when it is a receptor for spillover hydrogen atoms. The 












Figure 4.12 H2 Adsorption Capacity for 6 wt% Pt/AX-21 at 298 K to 10 MPa 
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In order to assess the hydrogen storage capacity as the receptor surface area and 
pore volume increases, 6 wt% Pt/TC was evaluated at room temperature up to 10 MPa. 
The result is shown in Figure 4.13. There has been evidence that residual chlorine from 
synthesis techniques can influence the catalytic activity of the final material. In some 
cases, it has acted as a poison4.35-4.38 and in others it has served to enhance catalysis.4.39 
The material was synthesized via ultrasound assisted solution impregnation via two 
different metal precursors: H2PtCl6 · 6H2O and H2Pt(OH)6 (see Chapter 2 for details) to 









 The data in Figure 4.13 shows the increase in capacity due to spillover for the 6 
wt% Pt/TC material synthesized by both metal salt precursors is significant. The 
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enhancement is 60% above the plain TC. The difference between the two metal salt 
synthesis routes is less than 15%, which is within the instrument accuracy for the high 
pressure system.4.25 Chlorine appears to have no detrimental effect on the equilibrium 
hydrogen storage capacity; however, there may be some influence on kinetics, which will 
be addressed later. It is interesting to note that the composite material has a surface area 
and micropore volume close to AX-21, as shown by characterization studies in Chapter 2. 
If there was no spillover active on the composite material, the hydrogen adsorption 
isotherm should be close to the equilibrium isotherm for plain AX-21 at 298 K since 
adsorption on platinum is negligible (~ 0.13 mmol/g).  
The metal loading effect on hydrogen spillover was evaluated by synthesizing a 
material with the composition 1.5 wt% Pt/TC. The hydrogen adsorption results are 





Figure 4.14 H2 Adsorption Capacity for 1.5 wt% Pt/TC at 298 K to 10MPa 
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 The data in Figure 4.14 indicate that the hydrogen spillover capacity is dependent 
upon metal loading. Loading the TC receptor to 1.2 wt% Pt, the capacity is enhanced by 
20%. The enhancement is not expected to continue indefinitely with metal loading; 
however, as increasing the density of platinum particles removes receptor pore volume 
and surface area for adsorption, as Chapter 2 has shown. This work was intended to 
identify adsorbent composites and study the mechanism of hydrogen spillover; therefore, 
the critical platinum loading where hydrogen spillover loses effectiveness has not been 
explicitly identified for TC and remains a problem for optimization. It is recognized that 





Figure 4.15 H2 Adsorption Capacity for Ni/TC and Pd/TC at 298 K Below 100 kPa 
 
 Composites containing 6 wt% Ni and 6 wt% Pd were synthesized to evaluate 
alternative metal source performance. The results are presented in Figure 4.15 along with 
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reference data for TC and 6 wt% Pt/TC. The palladium hydride amount is indicated in the 
plot. The enhancement due to spillover must be considered after discounting this effect.  
The overall capacity is enhanced substantially over TC and even 6 wt% Pt/TC; however, 
the net spillover amount is nearly the same as that for the platinum source (0.24 mmol/g – 
0.14 mmol/g = 0.10 mmol/g at 100 kPa). These two metals are effective spillover sources 
and perform similarly after considering the hydride forming capability of palladium. 
Nickel, on the other hand, does not yield spillover enhancement at room temperature and 
the result is similar to the Ni/SGC composite discussed earlier. It is noteworthy that 
Wang and Yang have observed moderate spillover enhancement when the nitrate salt was 
used as a dopant, implying some dependence on the precursor for this system.4.40 In 
general, nickel, although a relatively cheap catalyst that adsorbs, dissociates, and exhibits 
spillover at elevated temperatures (> 573 K),4.41-4.43 does not perform sufficiently to be 
considered as a spillover source at the desired application conditions. 
  
Table 4.2 Primary Spillover of Hydrogen on Composite Adsorbents at 298 K 
Adsorbent Qads (100 kPa) mmol/g 
Qads (10 MPa) 
mmol/g  
6 wt% Pt/TCa 0.097 6.8 
6 wt% Pt/TCb - 6.0 
6 wt% Pt/AX-21 0.075 4.8 
1.5 wt% Pt/TC - 4.5 
6 wt% Pt/GNF - 2.0 
6 wt% Pd/TC 0.24c - 
5 wt% Pd/SGC 0.08 - 
6 wt% Ni/TC 0.04 - 
5 wt% Ni/SGC 0.04 - 
Notes: (a) from chloroplatinate salt, (b) from platinate salt, (c) 0.14 mmol/g due to PdH0.6 
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The results of primary spillover adsorbent evaluation are shown in Table 4.2. The 
material selected for further study of the spillover mechanism is 6 wt% Pt/TC due to its 
full reversibility at room temperature, lack of hydride formation to convolute results, and 
significant capacity enhancement. 
 
4.4 Results for Secondary Spillover Adsorbents 
 As the results for primary spillover have shown, the receptor plays a key role in 
the equilibrium capacity of a hydrogen spillover adsorbent. The receptor must have 
suitable pore volume and the size distribution of those pores must allow for adequate 
interaction potential to retain hydrogen. Novel adsorbents are continually synthesized that 
may prove effective spillover hydrogen receptors; however, they frequently lack the 
appropriate source. Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs),4.44 Covalent Organic 
Frameworks (COFs),4.45,4.46 nanotubes (SWNTs, MWNTs)4.47,4.48 and other 
nanostructured carbons are examples of such adsorbents. Primary spillover adsorbents 
demonstrate that an impregnation technique can effectively place a source on the surface 
of a receptor. For adsorbents that may be damaged by such techniques, the bridge-
building method has been developed as outlined in Chapter 2. 
Results for two secondary receptors: SWNTs and AX-21 are presented in this 
section. The influence of bridges is demonstrated by comparing results of bridged 
materials to those of physical mixtures of source and receptor. Srinivas and Rao4.49 
demonstrated that the spillover hydrogen atoms increased approaching a 9:1 proportion 
of receptor to source in physical mixtures. The functionality is logical: too much receptor 
decreases hydrogen atoms available for spillover while too much source decreases pore 
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volume available for adsorption. In these studies, receptor is sacrificed for bridge to 
maintain the proportion of receptor and bridge/source at 9:1. This ensures that on a mass 
basis, there is an equal amount of bridges and primary spillover sources. 
 A composite containing SWNTs, 5 wt% PdC catalyst, and bridges was formed 
according to the preparation outlined in Chapter 2. The proportion of components in the 
final material was 8:1:1 SWNT/PdC/Bridges. The adsorbent was given an in situ vacuum 
degassing to 1 x 10-3 mbar at 623 K for 8 h prior to isotherm measurements. Results are 





Figure 4.16 H2 Adsorption Capacity for SWNT Secondary Receptor at 298 K 
 
 The data indicate a clear enhancement due to spillover. The bridged material 
demonstrates a 75% increase in capacity at 10 MPa compared to SWNT alone. The 
influence of bridges is shown when considering the isotherm of the physical mixture 
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(9:1) of the two components. The unbridged result agrees approximately with the 
prediction of a simple addition of the fractional amounts registered for the source and 
receptor isotherms. There is a small gain due to limited spillover on the unbridged 
material; however, it is not substantial, as Figure 4.16 indicates.  
 An interesting feature of Figure 4.16 is the hysteresis loop observed during 
desorption. A small fraction of this hysteresis is due to the loop present in palladium 
hydride. The bulk of the hysteresis is likely due to hydrogen atoms that have been more 
strongly adsorbed in the small pores of nanotubes. The energy distribution of various 
sites in SWNTs has been documented by Yang and Yang4.50 and hysteresis for these 
bridged materials has been discussed in light of experimental observations.4.51 Full 
capacity was restored after an extended degassing period (12 h) at room temperature or 
heating to 423 K for 2 h in vacuum to 1 x 10-3 mbar. 
 The capacity of AX-21 as a receptor has been shown to be greater than SWNTs 
owing to its large micropore volume and corresponding surface area. AX-21 was studied 
as a secondary spillover receptor from two sources: 5 wt% PdC and 5 wt% PtC catalysts. 
The proportion of both composites was 8:1:1 receptor/source/bridge and they were 
subjected to the identical in situ degassing prior to measurements. The AX-
21/PdC/Bridge material was cycled twice to demonstrate repeatability. While this is not a 
guarantee that the material will not degrade over the hundreds of cycles required by 
DOE, it does demonstrate that enhancement due to spillover is not limited to initial 






Figure 4.17 H2 Adsorption Capacity for AX-21 Secondary Receptor at 298 K 
 
 The composite, bridged material with AX-21 receptor again demonstrates 
spillover capacity enhancement. The adsorption amount has increased by at least 70% for 
both platinum and palladium sources, with both sources exhibiting similar performance 
with respect to equilibrium amount. AX-21/PdC/Bridge does not exhibit the same 
hysteresis loop as observed for the SWNT receptor. This supports the explanation 
postulated earlier – that the hysteresis is largely due to spillover and adsorption of 
hydrogen atoms at high energy sites in the nanotube structure. The cyclic performance of 
the secondary spillover adsorbent with PdC as a source demonstrates that adsorption 
enhanced by spillover is fully reversible at room temperature. The sample did not require 
elevated temperature degassing between cycles to regenerate the adsorbent, a useful 
feature from an application perspective. 
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 The proportion of bridges was reduced such that the composition of the overall 
mixture was altered from 8:1:1 to 8.6:1:0.4 to examine the impact on spillover. The 
source was maintained constant to ensure the same amount of hydrogen atoms were 





Figure 4.18 H2 Adsorption Capacity for Variable Bridge Proportion, AX-21 Receptor 
 
 The results indicate that the amount of bridges can be reduced by 60% from the 
original 8:1:1 proportion without decreasing the equilibrium capacity of the adsorbent. 
Enhancement of adsorption by bridge formation relies upon the physical pathway that is 
built between the receptor and source, which does not require the source and bridges to 
be equal to generate adequate contact area. At room temperature, the adsorbent appears to 
be near an optimum where the balance of hydrogen atoms generated is matched by the 
available receptor sites. 
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4.5 Application of Spillover Isotherm Model and - ΔHads 
 The spillover isotherm model developed by Yang et al.4.13,4.14 was used to analyze 
the results for 6 wt% Pt/TC and AX-21/PtC/Bridge (8:1:1). These were the two highest 
capacity, fully reversible materials and are of interest for spillover characterization. 
 The spillover isotherm, outlined earlier, requires the Langmuir parameters for 
platinum. Limited data exists to calculate these parameters.4.52 An experiment was 
performed using platinum black (27-36 m2/g, Aldrich #520799) to determine the 
Langmuir constants. Hydrogen adsorption was measured using a Micromertics® 2010 
instrument. Platinum black was evaluated before and after hydrogen treatments. The first 
experiment was completed after in situ degassing of the material at 623 K to 1 x 10-6 
mbar for 8 h. The measurement behavior was erratic, as there was additional surface 
oxide reduction. Subsequent measurements, after degassing the hydrogen treated material 
at 623 K in vacuum to 1 x 10-6 mbar for 8 h, were consistent and matched those reported 
by Benton.4.52 Figure 4.19 shows the platinum black isotherm at 298 K along with the 
dissociative Langmuir isotherm parameters as defined in Equation 4.2. These results are 
most applicable to the spillover adsorbent case, as the pretreatment matches the reduction 
and degassing prior to gathering adsorbent isotherms. 
 In Equation 4.3,  
  
k1 = Qm,ads ′ b (4.14) 
  
k2 = ′ b (4.15) 
and the two undetermined parameters are the partition coefficients, K and K'. While some 
inaccuracy is incurred by assuming platinum Langmuir constants do not vary with 





Figure 4.19 H2 Adsorption on Platinum Black at 298 K 
 
 The spillover and adsorption of hydrogen on 6 wt%/TC was measured up to 100 
kPa at three temperatures: 273 K, 293 K, and 323 K. The results are presented in Figure 
4.20, with curves representing fits of the spillover isotherm for each temperature. The 
spillover isotherm partition coefficients are summarized in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3 Spillover Isotherm Partition Coefficients for 6 wt% Pt/TC 
Temperature 
K K1 x 10
3 K' K'/K1 
273 9.1 ± 0.6 13.85 ± 0.01 1522 
293 7.4 ± 0.4 13.85 ± 0.01 1871 







Figure 4.20 H2 Isotherms and Spillover Model, 6 wt% Pt/TC 
 
 The partition coefficients are proportional to the ratio of atomic hydrogen 
concentrations as follows  
  
K1 = CPR CPt  (4.16) 
  
′ K = ′ k R1( )
3 CRec CPt( )  (4.17) 
with R1 as the radius encompassing the primary receptor (PR) or, in this case, the radius 
of a fixed region near the platinum particle. The variable k' is a proportionality between 
R2 (the diffusion distance) and amount adsorbed that is theorized to account for hydrogen 
atoms at adsorbed edge sites4.53 acting as bridges to extend spillover 
  
′ k = R2 Qads



























At equilibrium, the concentrations in region bounded by R1 and on the receptor (Rec) 
should be equal. As the temperature increases, K'/K1 increases while the adsorbed 
amount decreases. Based on Equation 4.19, the diffusion distance (R2) must increase with 
increasing temperature. The spillover hydrogen is distributed in a larger region around 
the platinum source. 
 Enthalpy of adsorption was computed for 6 wt% Pt/TC based on the data in 
Figure 4.20. The relationship in Equation 4.6 was used and the result is shown in Figure 
4.21. The isosteric adsorption enthalpy increased to 10.6 kJ/mol, 34% over plain TC, and 





Figure 4.21 H2 Enthalpy of Adsorption, 6 wt% Pt/TC 
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A similar analysis was performed with AX-21/PtC/Bridge material. Figure 4.22 
presents the isotherms and spillover model for 293 K and 273 K. The parameters for the 





Figure 4.22 H2 Isotherms and Spillover Model, AX-21/PtC/Bridge (8:1:1) 
 
 
Table 4.4 Spillover Isotherm Partition Coefficients for AX-21/PtC/Bridge (8:1:1) 
Temperature 
K K1 x 10
3 K' K'/K1 
273 8.4 ± 0.2  13.81 ± 0.01 1642 
293 4.1 ± 0.2 13.86 ± 0.01 3380 
 
Secondary spillover is characterized by similar behavior to primary spillover with 
respect to modeling. The partition coefficient ratio increases with increasing temperature, 
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indicating that the diffusion distance (or reachable distance) is farther from the platinum 
source and primary receptor. 
The isosteric enthalpy of adsorption was calculated for the bridged composite and 
the result shown in Figure 4.23. The value decreases steadily to 10 kJ/mol over the range 
of adsorption amounts studied, with values at low loading tending toward the isosteric 
enthalpy of adsorption on platinum.4.54 This secondary spillover adsorbent exhibits 





Figure 4.23 H2 Enthalpy of Adsorption, AX-21/PtC/Bridge (8:1:1) 
 
  
4.6 Kinetic Results and Diffusion Time Constant (Ds,e/Rs2) 
 Enhanced hydrogen adsorption capacity is one characteristic of an effective 
adsorbent. The material must also adsorb and release the adsorbate in a timely manner. 
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The kinetic response of charging and discharging full capacity of hydrogen adsorbents 
should ideally be on the order of minutes. To date, high capacity metal hydrides 
demonstrate kinetics on the order of hours, even at elevated temperatures (minimum 360 
K).4.55-4.57 
 The high pressure volumetric adsorption apparatus discussed in Chapter 3 has the 
capability to measure adsorption and desorption rates at room temperature. Many 
commercial instruments only allow the collection of adsorption rate data at pressures 
below 100 kPa. Kinetics of both adsorption and desorption are important at high pressure, 
as most materials have practical capacity extending beyond atmospheric pressure. 
Adsorption and desorption kinetics of primary and secondary spillover for 6 wt% Pt/TC 
and AX-21/PtC/Bridge (8:1:1) composites were evaluated at ambient temperature. 
 Figure 4.24 is a plot of the solution to the two dimensional Fick diffusion 
relationship (Equation 4.12) for several pressures on the 6 wt% Pt/TC equilibrium 
adsorption isotherm. As data indicate, the rate of adsorption for primary spillover 
increases with pressure (and surface loading). Desorption behavior is shown in Figure 
4.25. It is interesting to note that the rate of desorption is faster than the rate of adsorption 
for all points on the isotherm. A theory for this phenomenon involving recombination of 
hydrogen atoms is proposed in the next chapter. The fitting parameter for Equation 4.12 
is the diffusion time constant. Values for this parameter are plotted in Figure 4.26 for 
adsorption and desorption as a function of adsorbed amount.  No literature values of D/R2 
were readily available for hydrogen; however, the values are two orders of magnitude 
higher than those reported for nitrogen on molecular sieve carbon (7.0 x 10-6 s-1).4.58 The 














Since the approximate diffusion distance is known from TEM images (Figure 
2.43), the atomic hydrogen diffusion coefficient may be roughly estimated from the time 
constant. On average, platinum sources are 300 Å apart, so the maximum diffusion 
distance, Rs, is 150 Å. Using the values of the diffusion time constant in Figure 4.26, the 
diffusion coefficient for hydrogen atoms on carbon is estimated as 2 x 10-15 - 5 x 10-16 
cm2/s. These values are one order of magnitude higher compared to a prediction from 
literature using an Arrhenius relationship to estimate Deff, H (298 K) = 4 x 10-17 cm2/s, 4.59-





Figure 4.26 Diffusion Time Constants for Spillover of H, 6 wt% Pt/TC 
 
 
 A similar analysis was performed for the selected secondary spillover adsorbent. 
The results of Fick’s diffusion model applied to AX-21/PtC/Bridge (8:1:1) are reported 














 Adsorption kinetics are slower for the secondary spillover adsorbent relative to 
the primary spillover adsorbent. In both cases, desorption is faster relative to adsorption 
with substantial differences at high pressure. The diffusion time constant is plotted versus 





Figure 4.29 Diffusion Time Constants for Spillover of H, AX-21/PtC/Bridge 
 
 
 The reachable distance of hydrogen atoms is not as well characterized in this case. 
If the range of diffusion coefficients calculated above are assumed to apply to secondary 
spillover, the spillover distance lies in the range 100 to 800 Å. Considering that most 
adsorbent particles are several thousand angstroms in diameter, this diffusion distance 
confirms the assumption that sources should be highly dispersed on receptors to 
maximize the extent of spillover. 
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4.7 Conclusions 
This chapter outlines the key parameters used to evaluate the performance of 
hydrogen adsorbents. Adsorption isotherms, isosteric enthalpy of adsorption, and 
diffusion time constants were reported for primary and secondary spillover adsorbents. 
Selection of a primary and secondary spillover adsorbent was made based on capacity 
enhancement and isotherm reversibility. In general, receptors with high pore volume and 
surface area were the best candidates for spillover adsorbents. For primary spillover, 
lowering the spillover source content decreased capacity. The fraction of bridges for 
secondary spillover adsorbents is not required to follow a 1:1 proportion with the source 
to form effective diffusion pathways. 
The best primary spillover adsorbent, 6 wt% Pt/TC, demonstrated a 60% capacity 
enhancement at 10 MPa and 298 K (1.4 wt%) over plain TC. The isosteric enthalpy of 
adsorption was 10.6 kJ/mol at 100 kPa, a 34% increase over physisorption of molecular 
hydrogen on TC. The rate of adsorption was slower than the kinetics of physisorption, as 
evidenced by a larger value of the diffusion time constant. Diffusion coefficients for 
hydrogen atoms on TC were estimated between 2 x 10-15 to 5 x 10-16 cm2/s at 298 K.  
The best secondary spillover adsorbent, AX-21/PtC/Bridge (8:1:1), increased in 
capacity by 70% over the receptor amount. The adsorption capacity was 1.2 wt% at 10 
MPa and 298 K. The isosteric enthalpy of adsorption was 10 kJ/mol at 100 kPa. The 
kinetics of adsorption were slower for the bridged material. This is expected, as hydrogen 
atoms must diffuse across the physical bridge before finding adsorption sites. Reachable 
distances of up to 400 Å were calculated based on the diffusion coefficients measured for 
hydrogen atoms on TC.  
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For both adsorbents, the kinetics of desorption were faster than those of 
adsorption, indicating a difference in the mechanism of forward and reverse spillover. 
This issue is addressed in the next chapter with isotope tracer studies. 
Capacity enhancement due to spillover is tenable when carefully considering 
atomic hydrogen mobility from platinum - or other transition metals that adsorb and 
dissociate hydrogen - to receptors. Platinum is known to chemisorb and dissociate 
hydrogen molecules.4.2 Several experimental results support the existence of weakly 
bound hydrogen atoms,4.62,4.63 mobile layers of hydrogen atoms,4.64 and diffusion from 
platinum to carbon.4.65 More recently, inelastic neutron scattering has demonstrated 
qualitative hydrogen spillover for Pt/C fuel cell catalysts.4.66-4.68 
Several simulation results support the concept of room temperature hydrogen 
spillover. The first demonstrated that atomic hydrogen diffusion from a platinum particle 
to a carbon surface was energetically favorable at ambient conditions and could form 
weak physisorbed species upon reaching a receptor.4.69 The second discussed the stability 
of those hydrogen atoms as weakly bound, physisorbed species on a graphene sheet. The 
hydrogen atoms for stable six-member ring structures, bonding to a carbon and 
alternating on either side of the sheet.4.70 Finally, isosteric enthalpy of adsorption 
calculations for hydrogen atoms with coronene (C24H12) as a graphite model have fallen 
in the range of 9.65 kJ/mol for basal plane bonding to 21.7 kJ/mol for bridge sites 
between two carbons in the graphite plane.4.68 These simulation results agree with and 
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Isotope Tracer Evaluation of Hydrogen Spillover 
 
5.1 Introduction to Hydrogen Isotopic Exchange 
5.1.1 Hydrogen/Deuterium Exchange Reaction 
 Hydrogen and deuterium undergo an exchange reaction catalyzed by surfaces, 
notably platinum and nickel.5.1,5.2 The reaction of interest is 
  
H2 +D2 ↔ 2HD  (5.1) 
At room temperature and near atmospheric pressure, the equilibration reaction on metal 
surfaces occurs quickly, on the order of one minute.5.3,5.4 The equilibrium constant, Keq, 
for the reaction depends on temperature according to the data in Table 5.1, as reported by 
Urey and Rittenberg.5.5 At room temperature, for an initial mixture of equal parts 
deuterium and hydrogen, the equilibrium deuterium hydride composition is 95%.  
 Christmann et al.5.6 observed the exchange reaction for Pt(111) for mixtures of 
hydrogen and deuterium. They noted that even when the species were dosed sequentially, 
complete equilibration to deuterium hydride was observed in the TPD spectrum. 
Equilibration does not occur below 120 K on platinum if hydrogen or deuterium has 
saturated the surface upon exposure to the alternate gas phase.5.7 
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Table 5.1 Equilibrium Constant for 
  












5.1.2 Mass Spectral Methods in Hydrogen Spillover Research 
There have been an abundance of studies published using the hydrogen isotope 
deuterium to probe spillover. Nearly all of the studies focus on temperature programmed 
desorption (TPD), which employs a fixed temperature rate to induce desorption of 
species from an adsorbent.5.8 The desorbed species are analyzed using a mass 
spectrometer, a device that ionizes molecules with high-energy electron bombardment. A 
magnetic field is used to deflect the ions according to their mass, generating a spectrum 
of ion currents. The path of these ions is scanned and correlated with mass-to-charge ratio 
(m/z) to identify the species present.  When molecules undergo ionization, they fragment 
and the most abundant ion is termed the base peak. In positive-ion mass spectrometry, a 
molecule such as water ionizes to H2O+ and fragments OH+, O+, H2+, and H+ giving 
signals at m/z values of 18, 17, 16, 2, and 1 respectively.5.9 Since water is always present 
at low levels in vacuum systems due to ambient moisture adsorbed to solid surfaces, 
systems are baked at temperatures up to 573 K and background spectra are gathered to 
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subtract from raw data. This is particularly important for hydrogen spillover analysis, 
where H2+ and H+ from water can obscure the spillover signal. 
 
5.1.3 Mechanistic Observations of Spillover  
The use of isotopic exchange experiments has provided useful insight into the 
spillover of hydrogen on supported catalysts. In several studies by Beck et al.,5.10-5.12 the 
isotope deuterium was used to trace room temperature spillover on platinum supported on 
titania (Pt/TiO2). The flash TPD technique was extended to Pt/Al2O3 in the later work of 
Chen and White.5.13 Sequential dosing results characterized forward spillover as it was 
proposed that hydrogen or deuterium dissociated and diffused on the catalyst support and 
followed a reverse spillover path back to the metal particle in order to desorb. More 
recently, temperature-programmed reduction of carbon-supported palladium 
demonstrated hydrogen consumption below 573 K in excess of the palladium hydride 
amount, a behavior attributed to hydrogen spillover.5.14 This is attractive especially 
because, on the basis of receptor site density calculations, carbon has been proven to be a 
better spillover hydrogen acceptor than alumina or silica.5.15 
Exchange of deuterium with hydrogen contained in oxygen functional groups on 
the surface of metal oxides has been used to measure spillover.5.16-5.19 TPD experiments 
generally require exposure temperatures above ambient (> 400 K) to observe exchange. 
Dmitriev et al. observed that platinum was more effective than palladium for promoting 
exchange on sodium-Y zeolites.5.20 Nickel did not promote functional group exchange on 
zeolites. This is in agreement with results for carbon-based primary spillover adsorbents 
presented in Chapter 4. Later, it was shown that hydrogen/deuterium exchange occurs on 
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nickel supported metal oxides but the concentration of surface hydroxyl groups plays a 
key role.5.21,5.22 The concentration of surface hydroxyl groups for platinum supported on 
ZSM molecular sieve altered the hydrogen/deuterium exchange at 623 K.5.23 These 
reports emphasize the importance of receptor physical properties for hydrogen spillover.  
Duprez and co-workers advanced the concept of isothermal isotopic exchange to 
measure surface diffusion properties of transition metal supported catalysts.5.24-5.28 Early 
work was performed using isotopic oxygen on rhodium supported metal oxides. 
Functional group exchange was not initiated for these materials until temperatures 
reached at least 523 K. The supports alone were not active for the exchange reaction until 
a minimum temperature of 673 K. The study was extended to deuterium exchange for 
these materials and spillover from the source to the receptor was the rate-controlling step 
at room temperature.5.29 Surface diffusion control on metal oxides was observed above 
348 K. 
 Noteworthy in all of these studies is the absence of carbon-based adsorbents as 
receptors. Single walled nanotubes (SWNTs) were studied using hydrogen deuterium 
exchange at room temperature.5.30 TPD showed exchange of hydrogen and deuterium for 
materials treated with ultrasound systems employing titanium alloy (Ti-Al-V) probes or 
for those ball milled with nickel/iron media. Purified materials did not exchange the 
isotopes and only exhibited physisorbed molecular hydrogen desorption on TPD, 
indicating the spillover mechanism was not active.   The maximum capacity of the 
SWNT composite with titanium was reported as 0.46 wt%. Based on this result, 
temperature programmed desorption (TPD) is a useful technique to exploit for study of 
primary and secondary spillover mechanisms. 
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5.2 Experimental Methods for Temperature Programmed Desorption 
5.2.1 TPD Apparatus 
The apparatus for sequential dosing and analysis of TPD experiments consisted of 
a dosing manifold and an analysis manifold connected to a mass spectrometer. A 






Figure 5.1 TPD Manifold and Sample Cell 
 
 
Table 5.2 Nomenclature for TPD Apparatus 
Tag Description 
AV1 Analysis Valve, Molecular Leak 
MV1 Manifold Valve, Diaphragm 
PI Pressure Indicator 
SV1 Sample Valve, Bellows Seal 
TC Temperature Controller 
TE Temperature Element (K Thermocouple) 
VSL Vent to Safe Location 
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Analysis of evolved gases during TPD experiments was performed with an 
AeroVac 1200 Magnetic Sector mass spectrometer (VTI, Inc.), operated at an 
accelerating voltage of 70 eV. An electron multiplier, operating at 1000 V, was used to 
increase the sensitivity to low current signals. A thin 316 SS tube was used to deliver 
evolved gas directly to the inlet of a molecular leak valve (Varian, Inc.). A sheath around 
the sampler was dynamically pumped with a mechanical vacuum pump to remove 
residual gas and ensure that the sample was composed solely of gas issuing from the 
surface of the adsorbent. The pumping rate was adjusted to maintain constant pressure in 
the sampling line during the TPD experiment. Heating was accomplished using an 
external heater constructed from nichrome wire. 
The sample holder for TPD was a single ended tubular chamber constructed from 
316 stainless steel. All connections were made with VCR® fittings (described in Chapter 
3) to ensure high leak integrity. The sample was placed at the end of a 30 cm length of 
tube to enable suspension in a temperature bath. A filter disk (0.5 µm) was placed at the 
outlet VCR® fitting to prevent particle intrusion at the manifolds. A bellows valve was 
installed at one end to allow transfer of the sample under vacuum at cryogenic conditions 
from the dosing to the analysis manifold.  
Dosing was completed on a Micromeritics® ASAP 2000 instrument, which 
enabled high accuracy pressure measurements. Samples could be dosed directly at the 
analysis manifold if necessary, but the pressure gauge was less accurate. Freezing 
spillover to 77 K was required prior to TPD and provided ample time to transfer the 
sample between dosing and analysis manifolds. The analysis manifold was outfitted with 
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isolation valves to maintain roughing vacuum in the line (1 x 10-3 mbar) and prevent 
moisture intrusion while idle. 
As mentioned in Section 5.1.2, moisture contamination can cause errors in 
measurement of hydrogen fragments. Attention was given to the purity of all gases used 
in this study. Ultrahigh-purity helium (99.995%) and hydrogen (99.995%) were passed 
through molecular sieve 5A beds to ensure the gases were dry and free of contaminants. 
Deuterium (UHP, 99.97%) was used without further purification. 
 
5.2.2 Samples for Studying the Spillover Mechanism 
 Two samples were chosen to study the mechanism of hydrogen spillover. Primary 
spillover was studied using 6 wt% Pt/TC. The details of synthesis and hydrogen storage 
capacity of this material are provided in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, respectively. 
Secondary spillover was studied using a composite material with an isoreticular metal 
organic framework (IRMOF) receptor.  The material was synthesized according to the 
procedure reported by Li and Yang, who also report full characterization of the 
material.5.31 It consisted of IRMOF-8 bridged to PtC commercial catalyst (Strem 
Chemicals, Inc. 78-1600), thus, the material was similar to the secondary spillover 
adsorbent studied in Chapter 4, with the only difference in the receptor.  This material 
was used because it exhibited enhanced hydrogen capacity (~ 2 wt% at 10 MPa) beyond 
AX-21 or TC receptors. The isosteric heat of adsorption was also nearly double that of 6 




5.2.3 Rate Measurements to Determine the Dose Time Scale 
Rates of hydrogen and deuterium adsorption on 6 wt% Pt/TC at 298 K were 
measured at 0.4 bar (0.04 mmol/g loading) in order to establish the time scale for doses. 
The experiment was performed using a Micromeritics® ASAP 2010 analyzer. The results 
are presented in Figure 5.2, which shows two regions of adsorption behavior. At short 
times, reflected in the inset, there is a rapid initial rate of adsorption. Realizing that 
spillover first requires adsorption and dissociation by metal particles, this region is 
attributed to such phenomena, as equilibration on metal surfaces is known to occur 
rapidly. Spillover of atoms to carbon local to the metal particle also occurs during this 
step. The second region, which occurs over a time scale of tens of minutes, is attributed 
to the slow diffusion of hydrogen on the receptor. Of course, during this period, 
additional hydrogen molecules are arriving at the metal particle and dissociating to 
replenish source atoms. This behavior is coupled to the diffusion process; however, 
surface diffusion becomes limiting with regard to spillover rate. 
It is noteworthy that the hydrogen and deuterium uptake rates on the platinum 
particle and on carbon local to it are nearly identical, whereas the surface diffusion of 
hydrogen atoms is faster relative to that of deuterium atoms. This kinetic isotope effect is 
as expected given the molecular weight5.32 and diffusion activation energy differences5.33 
of the species. Rate data provide a means to design a TPD procedure. It appears that an 
exposure time of 5 min is adequate to establish a substantial amount of spillover atoms on 
the receptor at 298 K. Assuming that the reverse spillover rate is similar for desorption, a 
brief 1 min evacuation (at 298 K) should be sufficient to remove the bulk gas phase to 






Figure 5.2 Rate of Adsorption of H2 and D2 on 6wt%Pt/TC, 0.4 bar and 298 K. 
Inset: Behavior for Short Time 
 
5.2.4 Sequential Dosing Procedure 
The dosing procedure was similar for all experiments, and the only changes were 
to the sequence of gases.5.34 After the sample was degassed and equilibrated for at least 2 
h at room temperature in vacuum (1.3 x 10-7 mbar), it was isolated from the manifold. 
The manifold was charged with gas to the desired dosing pressure. The dosing procedure 
was performed at room temperature with sequential exposures to 0.4 bar of the desired 
gas for 5 min. The sample was evacuated for 1 min after each dose to remove the gas 
phase. The chamber typically reached 1.3 kPa during this step. After the second dose and 
1 min evacuation, the sample was isolated and immediately cooled in a liquid nitrogen 
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bath at 77 K. Prior to TPD, the sample was evacuated to 3 x 10-3 mbar and held at that 
pressure for at 77 K for 1 h. 
For templated carbon and 6 wt % Pt/TC, the upper limit of TPD was 650 K to 
prevent Pt sintering5.35,5.36 and carbon gasification.5.37 TPD was limited to 523 K for the 
IRMOF-8 bridged PtC material to prevent its decomposition. The controlled temperature 
was measured with an external surface thermocouple, and the sample temperature was 
calculated using a calibrated offset. Rates studied were 10, 15, and 20 K/min.  The 
sample was treated at 650 K (TC receptor) or 523 K (IRMOF-8 receptor) and 1.3 x 10-7 
mbar for 3 h between each TPD experiment to remove atomic hydrogen and deuterium 
that might have remained from prior exposure. Repeat experiments confirmed that atoms 
remaining after this treatment were sufficiently anchored to prevent interaction with 
subsequent doses. 
An empty chamber was sequentially dosed at 298 K and analyzed to establish a 
background signal for subtraction. The cell was triple-rinsed with water, then acetone, 
and finally dried in vacuum at 650 K for 12 h before measurement. The results are 
presented in Figure 5.3. The result shows that the background contributions of all species 
are insignificant up to approximately 500 K. At this temperature, an increase in the signal 
for hydrogen is observed. This feature is also observed in the raw results for TPD with 
sample present but disappears when subtracting the background. Such reductions of the 
raw data have been performed for all TPD results presented in this study. It is theorized 
that the background hydrogen signal is a result of desorption of hydrogen from the 316 
SS sample chamber walls as the TPD temperature begins to approach the maximum used 
in preparation steps (650 K). It is reasonable to expect some hydrogen from the 
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outgassing of parts-per-million levels of water adsorbed to the chamber walls, 
particularly at such elevated temperatures. 
Plain TC and platinum black were also examined to serve as a baseline for 
comparison of spillover response. The amount of platinum black used in baseline testing 
was determined such that the total surface area available was equal to the amount of 
surface platinum atoms estimated from the particle size measured via TEM (Figure 2.43) 
and XRD and dispersion.  The platinum black BET SA was 37 m2/g (measured using the 
methods described in Chapter 2) and the amount of platinum required for equivalence 
with 6 wt% Pt/TC was 0.05 mg Pt black/mg sample. Procedures for preparation, dosing, 
and analysis were identical to those previously described for samples under 
consideration. The results of TPD for TC and platinum black are shown in Figure 5.4 and 
Figure 5.5, respectively. Signals for all species are, on average, near zero (< 0.05 a. u.) 
and overlap on the plots, with the exception of the hydrogen signal for TC at 
temperatures less than 300 K. This behavior indicates the presence of physisorbed 
hydrogen. The TC result serves as a baseline for the conditions of exposure such that the 
effect of spillover caused by the addition of platinum nanoparticles is easily discerned. 
The absence of peaks for platinum black indicates that using this dosing procedure, 
isotope signals are not simply from exchange on platinum alone. Small baselines were 

















Figure 5.5 TPD Result for Sequential D2/H2 Dose, Platinum Black 
 
 
5.2.5 Deuterium Hydride Equilibration Procedure 
 An alternative procedure was used to observe the reverse spillover mechanism. 
Deuterium hydride (96 atom% D, Aldrich 488690) was used as the dosing species. All 
sample preparation procedures were identical to sequential dosing. The sample was 
equilibrated at the desired temperature under a dose of 0.4 bar HD for 1 h to ensure an 
equilibrium distribution of hydrogen and deuterium atoms on the surface of the 
adsorbent. The time was selected based kinetics of spillover at pressures less than 100 
kPa. Additional experiments performed with dose times of 2 h and 8 h confirmed the 
equilibration period. The sample was cooled to 77 K in order to prevent desorption via 
reverse spillover. The gas phase was evacuated and after transfer to the analysis 
manifold, TPD was performed as in sequential dosing experiments.  
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5.3 Sequential Dosing Results 
The results of a series of TPD experiments using 6 wt % Pt/TC as the adsorbent 
are shown in Figure 5.6. The sample was exposed to sequential doses of 0.4 bar hydrogen 
followed by deuterium, each for 5 min at room temperature. The full procedure was as 
described in Section 5.2.4. The sequence of desorption products is the same for all 
heating rates. The sequence of D2, HD, and H2 is consistent with a reverse spillover 
mechanism for desorption.5.10-5.12  
The reverse spillover phenomenon is explained in the context of a H2/D2 dose 
sequence. A schematic is provided in Figure 5.7. Hydrogen is dosed first and atoms (H) 
migrate away from the platinum dissociation center. Some atoms reverse direction during 
the intermediate evacuation step. A concentration gradient exists in both directions on the 
carbon surface; thus, some of the atoms continue outward movement. During the 
deuterium dose, it dissociates to atoms (D) and spills over to the carbon. Diffusion is 
slower for D due to the kinetic isotope effect,5.32 and for an equal dose time, it diffuses a 
shorter distance from the platinum center. As deuterium atoms spread, some reach the 
region containing hydrogen atoms. During TPD, the process occurs in reverse. Deuterium 
atoms closest to the platinum particle recombine, generating a D2 peak. Hydrogen atoms, 
moving faster relative to deuterium atoms, begin arriving at platinum with increasing 
frequency, producing a HD peak. The quantity of deuterium atoms is eventually 
exhausted, and hydrogen atoms that have traveled the farthest from the platinum site 












Figure 5.7 Schematic of Hydrogen Spillover Patterns for H2/D2 Dose 
 
 
The experimental result and description of reverse spillover implies that surface 
diffusion is more important relative to pore diffusion. This is the case for adsorbents of 
large surface area and mobile adsorbate species where diffusion is due to the gradient of 
adsorbed concentrations not the amount.5.38,5.39 The interpretation of the role of surface 
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diffusion and reverse spillover at these experimental conditions is consistent with 
aforementioned (Chapter 4) inelastic neutron scattering studies5.40,5.41 The migration of 
hydrogen atoms far away from the platinum particle in those studies was on the order of 1 
h. The results presented here indicate the short exposure was sufficient to allow diffusion 
in the vicinity of the source. Direct isotopic exchange on the carbon surface may be 
discounted, as studies using activated Graphon have identified a longer time scale for this 
process.5.42 Below 523 K, Duprez observed that spillover controlled the temperature-
programmed isotopic exchange of hydrogen and deuterium mixtures on metal oxide 
supported catalysts.5.24 
The behavior for different heating rates is interesting to consider. In all cases, the 
peaks for various products are distinctly different from those generated by TPD from 
unsupported crystal planes of platinum.5.43 The peak temperature shows a weak 
dependence on heating rate. The peaks do not demonstrate a consistent symmetry that 
typically would define a purely second order process, such as dissociative adsorption.5.8 
This observation is not unexpected, as reverse spillover is more complex and kinetically 
influenced by both diffusion and recombination of atoms. 
The TPD response of the sample was measured upon reversing the dose sequence 
of the gases. Figure 5.8 shows the result of TPD for the 6 wt % Pt/TC sample when 
exposed to deuterium followed by hydrogen with all other conditions being equal. The 
programmed rate was 10 K/min. The first two peaks exhibit similar order of magnitude to 
those of the mirror image dose sequence shown in Figure 5.6. The observed sequence is 
consistent with reverse spillover of the species as proposed earlier. In this case, a high 
concentration of hydrogen atoms would be closest to the platinum particle, followed by a 
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mixture of hydrogen and deuterium atoms, and finally a thin region of deuterium atoms 











Figure 5.9 Schematic of Hydrogen Spillover Patterns for D2/H2 Dose 
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The hydrogen peak in the D2/H2 sequence has broadened relative to the deuterium 
peak in the H2/D2 sequence. The magnitude and shape are similar for the HD peak. The 
deuterium peak is much smaller than the companion hydrogen peak in Figure 5.6. This is 
consistent with the schematic in Figure 5.9 considering that, upon reverse spillover 
during desorption, surface diffusion of hydrogen atoms is fastest, followed by deuterium 
atoms arriving from the mixed zone. The supply of hydrogen atoms is maintained 
throughout much of the TPD experiment, even after the high concentration of deuterium 
atoms is desorbed. This is a simplistic model of a single spillover center and receptor 
surface. Many of these spillover “spheres of influence” can, and from the observations of 
peak overlap do, coincide. Such patterns contribute additional hydrogen atoms to the 
outer ring in Figure 5.9.  
A single gas dosing experiment was performed with hydrogen in order to confirm 
the effectiveness of the intermediate treatment step and put the exchange reaction in 
perspective for our experimental configuration. The procedure was unchanged, except for 
replacement of the deuterium condition with a second hydrogen exposure. The result is 
shown in Figure 5.10. Several points are noteworthy regarding this result. The 
intermediate treatment procedure at 650 K appears to be adequate to remove spillover 
atoms from previous runs. Small quantities of HD and deuterium are observed at 
approximately 340 K; however, they are inconsequential relative to the response for 
hydrogen. This is confirmed by reproducibility of results for sequential dosing 
experiments. Comparing the hydrogen response in this experiment to sequential dosing 
experiments (Figures 5.6 and 5.8), the magnitude of the peak is greater and its 






Figure 5.10 TPD Result for Dual H2 Doses, 6 wt% Pt/TC at 298 K 
 
 
This study was extended to the composite material IRMOF-8/PtC/Bridge (8:1:1). 
The dosing procedure was identical to that performed using 6 wt % Pt/TC; however, the 
TPD maximum temperature was limited to 523 K to prevent destruction of the IRMOF-8 
structure. The results for sequential H2/D2 doses at 298 K are shown in Figure 5.11. 
Once again, the sequence is D2, HD, and H2, which is expected since the reverse 
spillover is expected to be active in desorption from this material. The relative size and 
shape of the peaks are different when comparing the result to the 6 wt % Pt/TC material. 
Many of the peaks appear to be more symmetric. The deuterium peak is smallest for each 
run, which seems to indicate that the capacity local to the platinum particle is lower 
compared to a TC receptor. This is easily confirmed when one considers that the 
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commercial carbon used in the catalyst support has less than half of the surface area (976 
m2/g) and pore volume (0.7 cc/g) compared to templated carbon, even after platinum 
doping. The hydrogen peak, appearing last in all experiments, is the largest of the peaks. 
Li and Yang reported on the strong bonds between IRMOF-8 and spillover hydrogen,5.31 
stronger relative to the bonding on carbon. This pattern is evidence of those strong bonds, 
as it appears that more atomic hydrogen collects on the receptor during the first dose. In 
addition to being bound more strongly, it must cross the carbon bridge to the primary 
receptor. This seems to delay its arrival at the platinum particle in the reverse spillover 
process. At the highest TPD rate (20 K/min), a secondary peak begins to form. These 
results are strong evidence for the reverse secondary spillover process occurring on the 





Figure 5.11 TPD Result for Sequential D2/H2 Dose, IRMOF-8/PtC/Bridge at 298 K 
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5.4 Deuterium Hydride Equilibration Results 
 Deuterium hydride was equilibrated on the surface of 6 wt% Pt/TC for 1 h at 298 
K. After cooling the sample to 77 K and pumping off the gas phase, TPD was performed 




Figure 5.12 TPD Result for HD Equilibration on 6 wt% Pt/TC at 298 K 
 
 
 Physisorbed deuterium hydride below 200 K is subtracted from this spectrum. As 
the temperature increases, HD and D2 peaks begin to form. The D2 peak is substantially 
smaller relative to the HD peak and its maximum occurs at a lower temperature. For 
uniformly distributed hydrogen and deuterium atoms at equilibrium, a single peak of 
deuterium hydride would be expected. The result implies that there is some partitioning 
of species on the carbon surface after spillover. If the difference in bond energies for 
species containing deuterium are compared with those containing hydrogen (see Table 
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5.3), the former are always more energetic.5.44 While these bond energies are not exact 
for the physisorbed species that are predicted by simulation,5.45,5.46 a similar trend is likely 
to hold. Deuterium has a higher probability to cluster together since the interaction 
energy is slightly greater relative to hydrogen. On desorption, deuterium atoms would 
then be more likely to recombine with each other as they diffuse on the surface by 
hopping. This would cause them to desorb from the surface prematurely, since the 
strength of the D2 bond is larger than that of H2. This behavior is a plausible explanation 
for the consistently smaller deuterium peaks in the TPD results. 
 The earlier assumption that all of the spillover atoms desorb through a reverse 
spillover mechanism may be incorrect. A certain fraction of these atoms seem to undergo 
recombination on the receptor during the desorption step.  
 
Table 5.3 Bond Energies for Species Containing Hydrogen and Deuterium 










 HD equilibration was also measured for IRMOF-8/PtC/Bridge material to observe 
the response for a secondary spillover adsorbent. The results are shown in Figure 5.13. A 
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desorption spectrum similar to Figure 5.12 is observed, with a shift of peak temperatures 




Figure 5.13 TPD Result for HD Equilibration on IRMOF-8/PtC/Bridge at 298 K 
 
 
Deuterium appears to be tracing recombination on the surface that would explain 
faster desorption rates. In a system of uniform hydrogen concentration, clusters of 
hydrogen atoms could form at high-energy defect sites or on surface functional groups. 
The simulation work of Yakobson and co-workers demonstrated stable clusters of six 
hydrogen atoms that spilled over onto a model graphene sheet.5.45 Recombination of these 
clusters without the need to fully reverse back to the source particle favors the 
observation of increased desorption kinetics.  
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5.4 Recombination Phenomenon on Desorption 
 An effort was made to further describe the proposed recombination process with a 
series of step or ‘flash’ desorption experiments. The procedure employed the same 
deuterium hydride dosing technique.  Equilibrium was established for 1 h at the desired 
temperature and 0.4 bar. The sample was cooled to 200 K to prevent excessive deuterium 
hydride physisorption that might obscure results. After pumping away the gas phase at 
200 K, the sample was rapidly warmed to room temperature by plunging the holder into a 
circulating bath. Desorbed species were monitored as a function of time with the mass 
spectrometer. The sample warmed from 200 K to 298 K in approximately 2 min (initial 
heating rate ~ 48 K/min) and remained constant for the remainder of the experiment. 
 Results of step desorption for 6 wt% Pt/TC at 298 K and 273 K exposure 
temperatures is shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, respectively. In both cases, there is 
a large initial peak for all three species, indicating sudden desorption via recombination 
of hydrogen and deuterium atoms. Peaks containing deuterium are of greater magnitude 
relative to molecular hydrogen, which implies a higher probability for deuterium atoms 
recombining relative to hydrogen atoms. 
An interesting feature is the tail of the main peak, which begins at approximately 
4 min. The tails for D2 and HD are sustained for a longer period of time relative to H2. 
This implies that there are more deuterium atoms issuing from the surface, either through 
reverse spillover, recombination, or both. Comparing the results for two dosing 
temperatures, shorter tails are observed for 273 K equilibration relative to 298 K. This is 
reasonable, since diffusion rates decrease with temperature and thus the extent of the 


























A similar trend of peak tailing was observed for IRMOF-8/PtC/Bridge material. 
The exception was that the magnitude of the tails was smaller in this case. The overall 
extent of spillover is shorter due to diffusion across the bridge material. The timing of H2 
and D2 tails seem to indicate a more uniform distribution of hydrogen and deuterium 
relative to 6 wt% Pt/TC. Functionalities and defects on carbon surfaces can potentially 
disrupt such a uniform distribution. 
As experimental results continued to point toward recombination affecting 
spillover rates, an additional study was undertaken to characterize the process using 6 
wt% Pt/TC. The adsorption isotherm was measured for deuterium at 298 K and results 
are presented in Figure 5.18. Deuterium compressibility factors for use in analysis were 
calculated from literature data.5.47 The procedure and data reduction techniques were 
described in Chapter 3. Analysis pressures were limited to less than 6 MPa based on 
maximum delivery pressure of deuterium. Note that although deuterium is adsorbed in 
smaller quantities than hydrogen, the deviation is minor at TPD experimental conditions 
of 0.4 bar. Data for the deuterium isotherm at high pressure enabled calculation of the 
time constant for surface diffusion during adsorption and desorption using the methods 
described in Chapter 4. 
If the theory of atomic hydrogen cluster stability is accepted, then there is likely 
to be some recombination during adsorption until equilibrium is reached. This serves to 
slow down the net adsorption rate. The calculation technique to describe spillover 
kinetics does not couple the net uptake of hydrogen atoms to recombination. Desorption 
is a measure of both recombination and reverse spillover. The difference in the observed 














 Methods outlined in Chapter 4 were used to calculate the diffusion time constant 
for deuterium adsorption and desorption on 6 wt% Pt/TC at 298 K. The result is shown in 
Figure 5.19 along with traces of the values for hydrogen to facilitate comparison. As 
expected, deuterium adsorption rates are slower, represented by lower diffusion time 
constants, due to kinetic effects.5.32 An interesting behavior occurs for desorption as 
loading decreases. The expected trend is not followed and deuterium diffusion time 
constants are larger relative to hydrogen at nearly all conditions in this study. The rate of 
recombination influences the magnitude of the difference. 
 Direct subtraction of adsorption from desorption time constants yields a time 
constant for recombination. This parameter is used to capture recombination behavior, 
although it obviously does not have an identical physical meaning as the diffusion time 
constants from which it is derived. 
 Figure 5.20 indicates the result for subtraction of the diffusion time constant for 
adsorption from that of desorption. The recombination time constant is higher for 
deuterium relative to hydrogen. The trends are much different for the two isotopes. The 
value for hydrogen is nearly invariant over the loadings studied. The parameter 
demonstrates a strong inverse loading dependence for deuterium. It is possible that 
deuterium requires a higher density of atoms to cluster before it is stable on the receptor 















 A final calculation was performed to compare the recombination time constant for 
primary and secondary spillover adsorbents. In Chapter 4, these parameters were 
calculated as a function of hydrogen adsorption. The difference between adsorption and 
desorption values are shown in Figure 5.21 for 6 wt% Pt/TC and AX-21/PtC/Bridge 
(8:1:1). The recombination time constant for secondary spillover is nearly one order of 
magnitude larger compared to primary spillover. Both are invariant as loading increases. 
Such behavior indicates stability of adsorbed configurations. Recombination, though not 
dependent on adsorbed amount, is significantly altered by the receptor.  
 
5.6 Conclusions 
 Isotope tracer experiments to characterize spillover were discussed in this chapter. 
Detailed history of isotopic tracer work in the spillover field was provided and analysis 
techniques were described. Three methods of isotopic tracer analysis were used to 
evaluate the hydrogen spillover mechanism: sequential dosing, deuterium hydride 
equilibration, and step desorption. 
 Sequential dosing experiments employed deuterium and hydrogen alternating 
doses to determine the diffusion path configuration. Results of deuterium doses followed 
by hydrogen doses at room temperature gave peaks in the sequence of H2, HD, and D2. 
Reversing the dose yielded the opposite spectrum. Behavior was similar for both primary 
and secondary spillover materials. This provided evidence of a radial diffusion 
mechanism for forward and reverse spillover.5.10-5.12,5.34 Deuterium peaks were 
consistently smaller than the others, indicating this mechanism did not fully describe the 
spillover phenomenon.  
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  Deuterium hydride equilibration was used to determine the mechanism of reverse 
spillover as hydrogen and deuterium atoms were evenly distributed on the surface. TPD 
of the equilibrated materials consistently showed spectra with deuterium peaks first in a 
sequence of D2, HD, H2. For uniform distribution and solely reverse spillover desorption, 
uniform, concurrent peaks were expected. This is evidence of deuterium prematurely 
desorbing from the surface as recombination takes place before it diffuses back to the 
spillover source. 
 Step desorption, also called ‘flash’ desorption, was employed to confirm the 
theory that deuterium is undergoing recombination during reverse spillover. Tails for the 
instantaneous desorption spectra are extended for D2 and HD, indicating a greater 
proportion of deuterium atoms are issuing from the surface.  
 After obtaining plausible proof of an alternate desorption route for deuterium, the 
recombination time constant was calculated to quantify the phenomenon. Uptake 
measurements do not measure rates of recombination, however, desorption methods 
capture both reverse spillover and recombination. Subtracting the time constants for both 
processes gave a time constant for recombination. Values depended on the atomic species 
and the nature of the adsorbent. A secondary spillover adsorbent demonstrated a 
recombination time constant one order of magnitude higher relative to a primary spillover 
adsorbent. In general, the recombination phenomenon has broad implications for the 
design of materials with improved kinetic performance. 
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Conclusions and Future Work 
 
6.1 Conclusions and Key Findings of This Research 
 The objectives of this work were to (1) synthesize and characterize transition 
metal doped high surface area nanostructured carbons for hydrogen spillover and storage, 
(2) accurately measure hydrogen adsorption and spillover isotherms near ambient 
temperature, and (3) identify the mechanism and kinetics of hydrogen spillover on 
carbon-based nanomaterials with isotopic tracers to provide routes for optimization of 
spillover adsorbents. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this 
effort. 
 
1. Enhanced capacity spillover adsorbents have been synthesized using ultrasound 
assisted solution impregnation and bridge building techniques between common 
catalytic materials and novel nanostructured carbons. The impregnation method 
generates a nanoparticle dispersion of nearly 40% on nanoporous and microporous 
carbons. Bridge-building techniques are patent-pending processes that can be applied 
to many spillover receptors and quickly extend the spillover behavior of new 
materials. Capacity enhancements of up to 70% over molecular hydrogen 
physisorption on carbons have been realized at 10 MPa and 298 K. 
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2.  A highly accurate, volumetric adsorption apparatus has been constructed and validated 
internally and by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The instrument 
and technique is a cost-effective means of high throughput screening for hydrogen 
spillover adsorbents at ambient temperature. A heuristic for correction of helium 
adsorption on carbon-based nanomaterials was a critical development of the validation 
procedure. The apparatus reproduces literature capacity data for known materials 
spanning several orders of magnitude of capacity, from graphite to lanthanum nickel 
hydride. Kinetic data can be collected for adsorption and, unlike commercial low-
pressure instruments, desorption to facilitate comparison of the rates for both 
processes. This new capability has directly led to the theory of different forward and 
reverse spillover mechanisms on carbon-based composites. 
3.  Isotopic tracer studies have been developed to evaluate forward and reverse spillover 
on carbon-based nanomaterials. A sequential dosing procedure has proven that 
hydrogen spillover proceeds at ambient temperature and follows a radial diffusion 
mechanism from the source particle. Equilibrium dosing procedures, building upon 
kinetic results obtained with the high-pressure volumetric system, have pointed 
toward a different mechanism for desorption, whereby a portion of the adsorbed 
species recombine before reaching the source particle. Recombination time constants 
have been estimated from differences in adsorption and desorption rates. Using kinetic 
results, a maximum reachable distance has been calculated for spillover on bridged 
composite nanostructured carbons. This information is key to optimizing the 
dispersion of nanoparticles on new materials to enhance capacity and improve kinetic 
response. 
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6.2 Proposed Future Studies 
6.2.1 Enhancement of Spillover Adsorbent Properties 
 This work has demonstrated significant capacity gains for spillover adsorbents 
over traditional adsorbents that exhibit physisorption of hydrogen molecules. 
Nonetheless, there are additional opportunities for tailoring the receptor for further 
enhancement. The evidence of a maximum reachable distance in this study points to the 
need for optimization of the source density on the receptor. Higher dispersion and smaller 
particle size would reduce the diffusion distance and likely improve kinetics. This might 
also increase capacity, allowing atomic hydrogen to find additional adsorption sites that 
otherwise are too far from the source. 
 One method to achieve a higher dispersion of small metal particles is catalyzed 
gasification of carbon in the presence of transition metals. Platinum has been shown to 
channel in graphite at high temperature.6.1,6.2 This process could be used to deposit a 
monolayer of platinum on the surface of pores in order to achieve high dispersion. A 
disadvantage would be the destruction of some porosity; however, new pores would be 
generated and could be tuned by specifying the tunneling particle size. 
 This work has demonstrated a bridge forming technique for producing composite 
adsorbents. The technique has tremendous promise in forming materials from newly 
developed nanostructured receptors and commercially available catalyst sources. The 
bridge precursor was a simple sugar; however, there has been evidence of catalytic 
enhancement due to bridges reported by other authors. Specifically, solutions of 
polyvinyl alcohol6.3 and perylene6.4-6.6 have been specified as potential bridge precursors. 
Grape must has been employed as a binder to form activated charcoal briquettes and 
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could be a candidate for bridges.6.7 Optimization of the bridge precursor and composition 
could improve the diffusion path and limit the destruction of receptor porosity that should 
enhance both kinetics and capacity of the final composite. 
  
6.2.2 Additional Characterization of Spillover 
 The surface of carbon-based adsorbents is populated by oxygen functionalities. 
The concentration and distribution of these species varies depending upon treatments 
given to the material.6.8,6.9 Hydroxyl groups on the surface of a nickel on alumina 
hydrogenation catalyst have been identified at potential adsorption sites for atomic 
hydrogen.6.10 Hydroxyls on the surface of silica have been shown to facilitate the 
spillover process.6.11 A dedicated study on the capacity and catalytic kinetic effect of 
oxygen surface complexes would be a significant contribution to the development efforts 
for carbon-based adsorbents for hydrogen. 
Kinetics of isotopic oxygen exchange are slower on metal supported catalysts 
doped with chlorine-containing precursors.6.12,6.13 The primary spillover material, 6 wt% 
Pt/TC has not shown decreased capacity due to the hexachloroplatinate salt used to 
deposit platinum particles; however, the kinetic effect of using this precursor has not been 
studied in detail. Improvement of kinetics is desirable and such a study could point to the 
optimal synthesis route for hydrogen spillover adsorbents. 
 
6.2.3 Novel Applications of Spillover Adsorbents 
 The work undertaken here has focused on a specific application of spillover 
adsorbents: hydrogen storage for on-board fuel cell applications. The general class of 
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adsorbents created in this work should have a broader range of application in the 
adsorption and catalysis community. 
 One potential area for application of spillover adsorbents is the catalyzed 
reduction of nitric oxides (NOx).6.14,6.15 Hydrogen has been observed to stabilize 
catalysts6.16 and prevent catalyst poisoning by nitrates.6.17 The presence of hydrogen also 
has been reported to activate oxygen into reactive oxygen species during selective 
catalytic reduction (SCR). Adsorbents exhibiting spillover at reaction conditions could be 
loaded with hydrogen by pretreatments to provide necessary concentrations during the 
reaction via reverse spillover. 
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